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Urbana Graduation Class of 2021
Skylar Arnold

Phillip Bean III

I have finally reached the beginning
of adulthood. While high school was
challenging at times, I still persevered.
My time here will not be replaced, and
I enjoyed every connection I made
these four years. It would not be as
fun if it were not for the teachers. My
favorite class by far had to have been
Algebra 1B just because of Mr. P. and
the people who were in there. While
Mr. P. was serious, he was not a rock,
and students could make jokes with
him. I regret not getting involved with
any extracurricular activities, but I also think you can have
fun even without them. School can be tough at times, but
as long as you have friends and teachers who stick by your
side through it all, I am sure you can accomplish anything. I
would also like to thank Landon Karg for being a true friend
throughout my middle school and high school years. He
really helped me enjoy every day at school by being such a
great friend. Another person I would also like to thank is Mr.
Sapp. He rarely is ever serious and makes your day brighter
no matter what happens. Finally, I would like to thank Urbana
City Schools for giving me a place to learn and really push
myself and prepare me for adulthood after school. Following
graduation, I plan to go to college for computer science.

For the past thirteen years, I have
attended Urbana City Schools, and I
am finally ready to graduate. During
my time at Urbana High School, I have
tried to participate in as much as I
could. I played football and ran track
all four years, and I played basketball
for the first two. I participated in
musical and show choir during my
first three years. Along with all that,
I am a member of the Kindness Club
and student council. I was a member
of the King’s Court as a junior, and my senior year, I was
chosen king. Being a part of multiple activities helped make
high school bearable and enjoyable. Urbana High School
has not only been a place for me to learn, but a place for
me to make unforgettable memories. I plan to further my
education by attending Bowling Green State University and
majoring in sports medicine or exercise science to pursue a
career as an athletic trainer. With the end of my high school
career here, I would like to thank the friends, family, coaches,
and teachers who stood alongside me. You all have helped
turn me into the person I am today.

Logan Bashore
I attended Ohio Hi-point and studied
Diesel Technology. One thing I like
to do is work on trucks, so I look
forward to being a successful diesel
technician. One class that I had
the most fun in was Mrs. Zachrich’s
mechanical principles class. I would
like to thank my family and friends
for being with me at every step of my
high school career. I can’t wait to see
what life brings me in the future. The
last thing I would like to say is Covid
was a struggle. Dealing with online
school one day and going to school the next day was hard
for us, but we all have pushed through it. I would like to give
a special thanks to my cousin who is currently serving in the
U.S Army and who has been pushing to be a better student
in school this year.

Katelyn Bender
As high school comes to an end,
I look back on all of the memories
I made throughout my past three
years at Urbana High School. I
transferred here at the beginning of
my sophomore year, and at first I was
a little nervous. However, I have made
many new friendships and countless
memories that I will cherish forever.
While at Urbana, I have been a part
of the Kindness Club, NHS, DECA,
and, of course, soccer. Over the past
fourteen years, soccer has played a huge part of who I am.
I have had the opportunity to play for various teams, but
most importantly Urbana and Dayton Metro. I am fortunate
enough to be able to continue my academic and soccer
career at Anderson University where I will be majoring in
early childhood education and special education. If high
school has taught me anything, it has been to persevere and
always work toward my goals. Unexpected things will occur,
but it just makes the journey worth it in the end. Though we
missed out on many high school experiences, these bumps
in the road have only shaped us into better people. I would
like to thank my teachers and coaches for helping me
become the person I am today. Last, but certainly not least, I
would like to thank my friends and, especially, my family for
continuous love and support they have shown me throughout
my whole high school experience. You guys mean the world
to me, and I could not have done it without you!
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Mackenzie Bishop
The last four years at UHS have
really flown by. It seems like yesterday
I was at freshman orientation listening
to the advice the seniors had to give.
If I were to give advice to a freshman,
or anyone in general, it would be
that someone will always depend on
you. The beginning of senior year
my mom, knowing how much love I
had for children, pushed me to get a
job at Theresa’s Gingerbread House.
This job has shown me how big of a
difference I can make in someone’s life, just by being there.
I would like to thank my parents for pushing me to be the
best and most hardworking person I can be. I would also like
to thank Heather Chamberlain for giving me the position
at the Gingerbread House. The children there have made a
big impact on who I am as a person. I have learned so much
from them, and I have opened my heart up to love each
and every kid there. I am thankful for all of my siblings and
cousins for giving me meaning in my life. I plan to pursue
a career in early childhood education in 2022, so I can
continue to help shape young kids and give them the love
and care they deserve. I am very unprepared to be done
with high school, but I am very excited to be able to take the
lead and see what my future holds.

Mackenzie Blair
Having been a student in Urbana
since kindergarten, I have made a
long journey to my final year in high
school. I spent all four years in the
marching band making mostly fond
memories, watching older classes
leave and younger ones come in,
and becoming a better player. These
years have been interesting, and the
memories I have made will be with
me forever. I will always think fondly
of my time in French with Madame where learning was fun.
I loved Friday night football games with the band where we
played until our lungs hurt and jumped around when we
played “Victory” because no group in the school had more
spirit than us and the cheerleaders. The band played the
biggest part in my high school experience; listening to the
music we played and Mr. Sapp’s boisterous laugh were some
of the most lively moments in school. In the future, I plan to
attend college to get my degree in psychology. I am not sure
what college I will attend or what career I might find myself
in, but I know that I want to find myself in a place where I can
help other people with their lives. I know my time here at
Urbana High School has provided me with the experience
and knowledge I need to succeed and help others in my life
later. This next chapter in my life is a new adventure, and I
am excited to see where it takes me!
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Alex Bowles
I made it. Freshman me would not
believe it. Throughout high school, I
struggled. My mental health reached
new lows that I never knew was
possible. I thought I was alone. I
thought I would not make it to junior
year. However, I am now graduating
high school and going to my dream
college. I am proud of freshman me for
pushing through any obstacle he came
across. To the people in grades below
me, believe me when I say things
get better. You are not alone. In times where I felt the worst,
there were amazing people who were out there for me. Mr.
David M. Sapp, Director of Bands, thank you for being the
best figure in my life. You pushed me to do more, whether it
be in school or in my personal life. You have held me while
I sobbed; you have celebrated with me; you have joked
with me; you have made me the man I am today. Secondly,
Mrs. Leonard. Though I was not your half of the alphabet,
you took me in for the only reason being I was a band kid.
You helped me get my resources I needed to take my first
big boy steps and helped walk me through awful mental
health days. I cannot thank both of you enough. Next, to the
underclassmen I have taken under my wing. Ava, Zen, Liz,
Brayden, Jacob, Ely, and many others, thank you for being
you. Tons of you dudes helped me through some bad stuff,
and I hope you know I will still do the same for you. The
days you doubt yourself, realize that if I can do it, you can
too. Reach out to me whenever you need help or even just
to talk. You guys made me feel like the dad I have yet to
become and gave me the best senior year I could have had
with COVID still affecting us a year later. I love all of you
dearly, and I hope to see you guys grow up even more and
accomplish great things. Throughout the good and the bad,
you can make it, just like I did. Good luck with the rest of
high school, kiddos. It is your turn to climb.
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Katie Brazille

Lauren Chess

Everyone has heard the stereotype of
the band kid: nerdy little dorks with a
quirky sense of humor and odd friend
groups. Before I go on, I would just
like to give my biggest thanks to Mr.
Sapp. Thank you for seeing potential
in me that I had not yet discovered
in myself and for giving me a safe
haven at lunch every day. I was given
the opportunity to lead the UHSMB as
band vice president, being one of three
student directors, as well as being the
clarinet section leader my junior and
senior year. Through marching band, I have made lifelong
friendships and created memories that will last forever. I
have also met lots of people who fit the band kid stereotype,
and I see one in the mirror every morning! The truth is, band
and other musical arts provide a safe space for all kinds of
kids and allow them to express themselves in a safe, healthy,
and beautiful way. I have befriended people who I probably
would not have met otherwise. I have learned so much about
myself over the last four years. I have discovered a natural
sense of leadership that would shock the shy, eight-year-old
version of me. I have edited essays for underclassmen, given
a fellow classmate clarinet lessons, and had lots of pep talks
with nervous freshmen before the Friday night games. High
school is an extremely challenging time for teenagers as we
are faced with physical and societal changes constantly, as
well as balancing homework and extracurriculars. Band has
provided me with a community of people supporting me,
pushing me to be the best version of myself, and being my
safety net when I would fail. I am so proud to have been part
of such a great program at UHS and consider myself lucky for
my experience. I would like to thank my family for supporting
me, my friends for laughing with me, and all of my teachers
for enriching me and keeping me engaged with learning. Last
but not least, I would like to thank my past self for pushing
through. It was not easy, kid. We made it.

When someone asks me how these
past four years have been at Urbana
High School, I do not even know
where to start. Sitting at Freshman
Focus camp a few weeks before my
freshman year, I clearly remember
the seniors saying that these four
years would fly by. As I sat there, I
remember saying to myself, “Yeah,
right,” but now I really believe them.
Starting freshman year, I wanted to
get involved in as many activities as
possible. I have been active in student council and in the
music department, including choir, show choir, and musical.
I have also participated in cheerleading all four years. Doing
these activities has given me an outlet to express myself and
make new friends. It has also allowed me to connect with
different teachers and staff; many of these teachers have
also been my academic teachers. Having this connection is
something that I will cherish forever. They have pushed me
academically and made me into the person I am today. In
addition, I have made some of the best lifelong friendships I
could ask for. I will cherish my friends and memories of my
time at UHS forever. After high school, I plan to attend the
University of Cincinnati to become a social worker, in hopes
of one day working in a school and helping kids in need.
I want to thank my parents as well as my sister Rebecca
for always being there for me and believing in me and my
dreams. There are so many teachers, staff, and friends that I
want to thank as well, but the list is just too long so thank you
all. Finally, thank you to Urbana High School for shaping me
into who I am today.

Nora Browning
The three years that I have spent
attending Urbana City High School have
been three of the fastest years of my life.
Looking back at all the hours spent in
the classroom I remember thinking how
slow everything seemed to be going.
Now, I realize that my high school years
have gone too quickly. I am extremely
thankful for all my friends and family
who have been by my side throughout
everything I have experienced these
last four years. The growth in my
character would not have been possible
without my loved ones pushing me to be better in all aspects
of life. I also want to thank my teachers and give a special
shout out to Mrs. Ridge: thanks for letting me crash your free
period when I was bored and helping me with math when
my grades needed it. I do not have a single memory of my
teachers not giving me the help I needed in order to achieve
my goals, and I will not forget that any time soon. I would also
like to say I am grateful for the friends I was able to make,
especially those who I have the pleasure of experiencing
graduation with. I cannot wait to see what the future holds for
myself as well as my classmates of 2021!

Eli Colbert
During my time at Urbana High
School, I have made many friends.
I first got close to many of these
friends while participating in different
activities. When people first start
out high school, it can be rough
transitioning into a new building.
Fortunately during my freshman
year, I had the marching band, which
helped me get a grip on how high
school would be and also helped
me get closer to those in my class.
Marching band stayed a staple of my high school career. All
of this time with friends led to us bonding more and sharing
experiences we will remember long past our time here.
Other activities like French and cross country helped me in
the same ways throughout high school. I only took French
through sophomore year; however, this class will always be
in my memory with all the fun I had. I ran cross country for
an even shorter time, only my junior year. Just like French,
however, I have many good memories of the short time I
was on the team and often miss seeing many of the people.
Other than outside activities, I have stayed busy during high
school with classes preparing me for college. Many teachers
helped me get to this point, and I will keep them in mind for
many more years to come. While this ride might be ending,
there is another one starting up for all of us as we do what is
next.
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Hailey Combs

Mykah Davenport

Ever since I was a little girl, I have
always heard the phrase “Class of
2021.” It never really meant anything to
me. I always thought that I had so much
more time until I was out of school, so I
did not have to worry about anything.
Now that it is the Class of 2021’s final
school year, I realize that I have taken
many things for granted. My freshman
year I wanted to hurry up and get out
of this place as fast as I could, but now
that I am a senior about to leave, I do
not want to go. The one thing that I am going to miss the most
about high school is the FFA program. Serving as the Urbana
FFA Reporter this year has had one of the biggest impacts
on my life. Every day I look forward to spending more than
half of the day with Mr. Wilhelm and Mrs. Zachrich. They,
along with my fellow officer team, are like a second family
to me. Joining the FFA program is the best decision I have
ever made. It has really shaped me into the person I am
today, and it also formed my most important friendships.
Along with FFA, I have been involved in choir, musical, PBIS
Committee, Kindness Club and the work program. There
are quite a few people who I would like to thank for all
they have done for me throughout my high school career;
however, there is not enough room in this tribute to list them
all. Anywhere from my high school teachers and my family
to my managers and coworkers, they all have helped me
in many ways. I will forever be grateful for my experience
at Urbana High School, and I will forever be grateful to call
myself an Hillclimber!

As my role as a Hillclimber comes
to an end, I am very thankful for the
relationships and experiences I have
partaken in at UHS. As I move into the
next chapter of my life, I look back
and remember all the people who
have helped make me who I am today.
Freshman year was terrifying, and I now
know how lucky I was getting to see
Mrs. Ridge every morning for Honors
English. Her happy personality kept me
at ease during my junior year as well,
which was the most stressful part for me with ACTs, COVID,
and the loss of my friend Alex. I would also like to thank Mrs.
Petty and Mrs. deNijs for helping keep me focused during my
senior year. Mrs. Petty was more like a friend than a teacher,
and she always made algebra fun. Mrs. deNijs really helped
me see the world for what it is. Her teachings surrounding real
world issues and current events also helped me understand
my place in the world. Moving on to family and friends, I want
to thank my girlfriend, Breeanna Peralta for always pushing
me through the stressful times to be the best version of myself.
I also want to say thank you to my mom, Kristen Underwood,
for always reminding me to look at the bigger picture and
for having goals for me I never thought I would accomplish.
Lastly, I want to thank my best friend and former Urbana
student, Gabbi Benevides, for inspiring me to work hard and
for going through this trainwreck called high school with me
even being miles away. I cannot wait to see what the future
holds for everyone in this chapter of my life. As for my future
plans, I plan to start my college career at Columbus State
Community College preparing for my associates of arts,
focusing on political science as well as philosophy.

Landen Culp
High school has been a roller
coaster for me. To be honest, I have
had a ton of ups and downs. I took
Spanish freshman year, but I did not
really care for the class. I struggled
in some classes sophomore year,
like algebra and history. My favorite
teacher is definitely Mrs deNijs;
English is not my favorite class,
though. Junior year I failed English, so
I am now taking twelfth grade English
twice a day, which is difficult, but I am
working my best. My favorite class is definitely gym because
I love to play sports. I will always remember playing
basketball during lunch; I also played school basketball
freshman year. Some hobbies of mine are playing basketball,
football, and video games. Also I like to hang with family
and friends. I will always remember the good times and
bad times that I had at Urbana High School. It is crazy how
time flies. It seems like yesterday I was just a freshman. My
future plans are to get my license. After I graduate, I plan to
go to a trade school. I do not know exactly what I want to do
yet, though. I want to thank my family, friends, teachers, and
everyone else who has helped me and pushed me to do my
best.

Brianna Deane
High school has never been easy for
me; it’s hard to get up some mornings,
but being here at UHS with all the
teachers and students is well worth
the struggle. I was not one to be really
involved with activities, but some things
I did here at Urbana is play volleyball
and softball, freshman and sophomore
year. It was a great experience playing
with the girls. The future is never clearly
planned out, even if you have an idea
of what you want to do, but being here
gave me different opportunities, one of which was Hi Point,
a vocational school that is connected with Urbana and other
school districts.You can go there, choose something you want
to learn, and earn certifications that you can use it out in the
real world. I went there my junior year for nursing school;
it was a great experience, and I learned so much from it. I
think more people should look into it. I want to thank Mrs.
deNijs for pushing me to finish out my senior year so strong;
I probably wouldn’t have been able to do it without her. I also
want to thank Miss Menchhofer for being there not only as a
teacher, but also as a friend. She has always been someone
for us students to talk to no matter what the situation was. High
school was never easy; it’s honestly been very difficult for
me, but now that the time to actually graduate is here, I feel so
accomplished; it’s well worth every second of the difficult times.

Paige Deere
High school has been a roller coaster
ride to say the least, but despite the
challenges it brought, I was still able to
form relationships and make memories
that will last a lifetime during my time
at UHS. Some of the best were made by
being involved in marching band as
a majorette, Climber Singers, spring
musical, show choir, NHS, cross country,
NHD, science fair, and FFA in school,
as well as volunteering at the Gloria
Theater, twirling with Paragon Studios,
and showing cavies with Countywide 4H outside of school.
Participating in these activities also helped me find a sense
of confidence and worth, which I struggled with due to my
battle with a relentless eating disorder. I want to thank my
teachers, coaches, family, pets, and friends for never giving
up on me and for offering me unwavering love and support
in all my endeavors. After high school, I plan to attend Ohio
State University and major in zoology with hopes to interact
with animals in the wild and support the conservation effort.
As Winnie the Pooh once said, “How lucky I am to have
something that makes saying goodbye so hard.” Saying
goodbye to UHS will be hard, but I am beyond lucky to have
so many memories to hold onto.

Jordan Dobie
Over my four years at Urbana High
School, it has been a long journey.
From being a young freshman and
learning from the older guys to finally
being that older guy myself. As a
senior looking back, these four years
went by in a blink of an eye. I have
gone through many experiences
in high school that have helped me
mature as a man. I would like to thank
the teachers and coaches at Urbana
High School for teaching me to go for
what is important in life. I want to thank not only the high
school teachers, but all my other teachers who have ever
helped me become me. The thing I will remember most
is getting to play sports with my teammates. I especially
will never forget the feeling of being under the lights, the
friendships I have built, and the lessons I have learned from
playing sports. As senior year comes to an end, I would
like to show my gratitude to the late Mr. Moss for giving me
tough love. He saw potential in me, and I want to thank him
for coaching me. My family also deserves my appreciation
as they have raised me the right way, and I want to say thank
you to my dad, my mom, and my grandma. As I graduate,
I will start a new chapter of adulthood, to not only be
successful, but be the best version of myself. Thank you,
Urbana High School.
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Grace Doyle
Five years ago, I had never even heard
of Urbana High School. I never would
have thought it would be a school and
community where I would have made
so many memories and friends. In my
four years, I have played softball and
golf, and I have participated in National
Honor Society, DECA and quiz team.
These sports and extracurriculars
helped me make friends and memories;
they also helped me discover what I
am truly passionate about. My mom
has been my biggest rock through it
all, and I know there is no one else I would rather have on my
side than her. She has continuously supported me and been
there for every award ceremony, induction, game, and match.
I can honestly say I would not be where I am now without her
encouragement and support the past four years. Urbana High
School opened many doors of opportunity for me. I was able
to complete three semesters of college at Columbus State
through the College Credit Plus Program, which has given
me an advantage for my future education. I was even able to
graduate early this year and continue my college education full
time. The teachers at UHS were supportive and genuinely cared
about my well-being and success even after I had graduated,
and that is something I will always take away from my time at
Urbana. I am so happy to announce that I will be continuing my
academic and athletic career at Capital University in the fall,
playing golf. Thank you Urbana High School, for showing me a
genuine high school experience.

A Note of

Congratulations
May your hard work
and education open the
door to a world of new
opportunities and success!
OH-70236170
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Victoria Easterday
I have many positive memories at
UHS. Some of the ones that pop up
include golf season, when I got to go
to CBC’s and help my team get second
in the district my freshman year, and
musical, where I spent late nights in
costume, listening to Mr.Myers and
Ms. Cress telling us to take it from the
top for the one-hundredth time. I was
actually extremely nervous to start at
Urbana since I had always moved to
different schools as my dad was in the
military. However, I am extremely grateful to have attended
since it shaped me to be the person I am today and made
me go out of my comfort zone. I am planning on attending
Clark State to get my RN license. I would especially like to
thank my family and friends, especially my golf teammates
and choir members.

Sarah Eastman
I am the daughter of Suzanne and
Wayne Eastman. I went to Marysville
High School from freshman to junior
year, but I completed my senior year
at Urbana High School. Although I did
spend time at Marysville all my life, I
am grateful for being able to transfer
schools for my last year because I
have made friends with many students
here, and academically I am doing
better at Urbana. I want to thank
Mr Klingler and Mr Sapp for being
amazing teachers and making my last year of high school
fun and interesting in class. Participating in the band had to
have been one of my favorite memories here because of the
fun times I had with everyone even if I was the new student
and not many knew who I was. I want to especially thank my
mom for being my greatest supporter even though she is
facing many stressors in life right now and powering through
them to give me a normal life. That same appreciation goes
to Brian Overfield for stepping into my life and becoming
my father figure for so long and treating me as his own. The
relationships I have created with people here at Urbana are
bonds I hope I never lose because I have met some amazing
people here. I also am grateful for all of my friends from
Marysville that stuck with me even though I transferred and
got me out of a dark place in my life. Thank you to everyone,
and I love you all.
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Brittney Fiest
Since beginning high school, it
has seemed as if graduation was
something surreal, but I can now say
it is finally here! I am very glad to
be graduating, although UHS has not
been a negative experience. I would
like to thank Mrs. deNijs for being an
amazing teacher all throughout high
school and motivating me when I could
not motivate myself. She has been
my teacher for three out of four years
of high school, and I know my high
school experience would not have been the same without
her. I would also like to thank Mrs.Cook for making my high
school experience fun and exciting. I was assigned to Mrs.
Cook’s class one year, and I remember not wanting to have
a class with a new teacher. I am so thankful I did not change
my schedule as she has made high school so much better for
me and many other students. The one thing I will remember
about UHS is how I graduated in 2021 and how happy I was.
After graduating, I plan on joining the workforce and making
that money. Glad to be in the Class of 2021!

Ashley Gemienhardt
Throughout my years at UHS, I have
been involved in many sports and
organizations. Some of the activities
include soccer, softball, basketball,
marching band, pep band, and FFA.
Although I have enjoyed all of my
classes and out of school activities,
FFA has been the most influential part
of high school. If it were not for FFA
and its constructive environment, I
would not be the person I am today.
I have made many friendships and
memories through FFA that I will cherish for the rest of my
life. Before entering high school, I did not have any interest
in taking ag classes, but when I got my schedule freshman
year, I was put in an ag class. That year, I really did not get
involved. However, sophomore year, I ended up taking
another ag class and became an active member. Once
junior year came around, I was heavily involved, and I came
to the realization that I want to be involved in this program
and what it had to offer for the rest of my life. This year, as a
senior, I had the opportunity to be our chapter’s secretary
and help lead the FFA program alongside the other chapter
officers. This organization has helped me come out of my
shell, develop valuable life skills, and meet people from all
over the country. Thank you to my advisors, Mr. Wilhelm and
Mrs. Zachrich, and my fellow members for making me the
person I am today. After high school, I plan to attend The
Ohio State University ATI to major in agriscience education
and ultimately become an Ag Ed teacher. Lastly, I would like
to thank the rest of the staff and students at UHS for making
my high school years fun and memorable.
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Courtney Gunsaulies

Phoebie Heatherly

My time as an Urbana student is
quickly coming to an end, especially
as I graduate a year early. I have
been able to enjoy being a part
of the FFA community and Urbana
High School volleyball team, as well
as taking electives such as Spanish
and art. I am grateful for all of the
friendships that I have both gained
and lost, as well as all of the lessons
learned. I have grown so much as
a person, and I cannot wait to see
what the future holds. I would like to thank my friends for
creating a multitude of memories that I can look back on
and reminisce about all of the fun times. I would like to
thank my family and friends who have always supported
me and had my back, no matter what. In high school alone,
I have been able to learn so much: about myself, about life,
and about other people. I would like to give special thanks
to my kindergarten teacher Mrs. Oakley for creating such
an amazing beginning to the school experience. My first
grade teacher Mrs. Samantha Hiltibranan was an amazing
influence in my life, both inside and outside of school. Mrs.
Kelli Marsh and Mrs. Amy Paul were both major influences in
my early learning and constantly pushing me to be my best
academically. A special thank you to Mr. Michael Vlahos
at Graham High School for being my favorite teacher and
teaching me more than any other teacher has. A big thank
you to Mrs. Katie deNijs for allowing me the opportunity to
join her class to gain my last English credit and always being
there to answer any questions and help as much as she
can. Finally, Mrs. Valerie Leonard and Mrs. Laura Morgan,
thank you for helping me through the process of early
graduation and high school and making it as stress-free as
possible. After graduation, I will be attending Columbus
State Community College and earning an associate degree
in veterinary technology. I will continue to push myself
in school and life for my grandpa and for my nieces and
nephew, all of whom I love dearly. Thank you, Urbana High
School, for leaving your mark.

I have been going to Urbana City
Schools since I was four years old, and
it has been quite an experience. Going
through school has been a challenge.
To be honest, I do not think I would be
graduating this year if it were not for
a few people. Mrs. Morgan, the high
school counselor, is one of the best
people I have ever met, and I cannot
believe the impact she has had on
my life in the short two years she has
been here. Next is Jazzy Jeff; he is the
custodian and the absolute nicest person in the world. He is
always cheering on me and all the other students; he makes
everyone’s day better. The third person was only my teacher
for one year, but he was my favorite teacher all my high
school years. My sophomore year CBI teacher Mr. Burkett
was someone I looked up to and admired. My sophomore
year was a bit of a mess, but he helped me sort through that
and get into Hi Point for my aviation class. I also would like
to add in my ag teachers, Mrs. Zachrich and Mr.Wilhelm. I
know I was never their favorite student, but I enjoyed every
one of the classes and competitions I was in with them. I
understand senior tributes are supposed to be about the
seniors, but I only enjoyed high school because of these
people. Thank you for everything.

Daedra Hamilton
My name is Daedra. I like dogs and
cats. I love talking to my friends and
hanging out with my boyfriend. I like
walking to the candy shop. I enjoyed
the competition I went on with Mrs.
Heminger’s class my freshman year. I
enjoyed hanging out with the people
I worked with at the nursing home my
junior year. My favorite field trips were
to the Fish Farm and the police station
and fire department last year. I want
to thank Jaime for talking time and
being in my life. I would like to thank Mrs. Leffel; she’s my
favorite teacher. You were fun. I also want to thank Dakota,
my boyfriend, for being in my life and sticking by my side.
I will miss Joey, Nick, Austin, Jasmine, Denver, and Dillon.
When I graduate, I am getting married and having kids and
getting a job.

Zoe Henson
If I had to choose one word
to describe my experience at
Urbana High School, it would be
unpredictable. Although sometimes
it got stressful and confusing, all
the memories I have made during
my time here are unforgettable.
Throughout these four years, I have
been involved in soccer and bowling.
These programs have changed my
life for the better and have taught me
so many important lessons. With hard
work and diligence, I can reach the place I want to be. One
of my most memorable moments during soccer is freshman
year when our team won CBC’s for the first time in school
history. Not every moment was a cakewalk, and at times it
got really tough, especially when I tore my ACL sophomore
year, and I had to have surgery. It may have been a setback
and kept me from doing the things I wanted to, but it taught
me to cherish every moment and to never take things for
granted. I have never had such a love or hate relationship
with something until I started bowling freshman year.
Bowling may seem easy, but, in reality, it can be challenging
at times, but my teammates made it enjoyable. The 20192020 bowling season was the most memorable year for
our team; we won CBC’s, we were Division II District
runner ups, and we placed eighth at state. This past year has
been unpredictable and unique: from being told the day
before spring break that we would not return to school for
two weeks to not returning for the rest of the year to this
year and having a semi-normal year being with friends. I
would like to thank all my family and friends, who have
supported me through this journey; without them, I could
have not done it.
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Grace Hepp

Jessica Hughes

When I think of my time at UHS,
there honestly are not a lot of great
memories that I would ever want to
relive (except maybe the seasonal
pep rally contests that the Class of
2021 always seemed to win each year).
The most fun I had was during my
time on the soccer team and during
Human Phys, eighth period, with Miss
Westerman my junior year. I took full
time CCP classes and was not at the
high school at all during my semesterlong senior year, which quickly got old after COVIDrestrictions and online classes became the new normal. I
would like to thank Miss Westerman and Mr. Sapp for being
my safe space during my time in the building and allowing
me to rant, study, and stay in their rooms whenever it was
necessary. I would also like to thank the administration
and Mrs. Leonard for being patient with me while I was
organizing and preparing to graduate early and enter into
the real world. Here is to (hopefully) never being dress
coded ever again.

Urbana High School has offered
many opportunities for successful
students, including myself. I was on
the swim team for three years, and for
four years, I played in the marching
band where I learned to play two
very different instruments. I attended
French Club - run by the amazing
Madame Padilla - and learned many
significant cultural differences
between America and France. Helping
out with the stage crew during
Cinderella was certainly a memorable experience as well
as trying out for the Footloose before it was canceled by
COVID-19. All of these experiences made my time at Urbana
High School interesting. I will certainly miss a number of
teachers, but the teachers that stand out among that crowd
are David Sapp, Director of Bands; Madame Padilla, my
French teacher for five years; Mrs. Lyons, the librarian; and
Kurt Hanson, the tech supervisor. Spending mornings in
the media center talking with Mrs. Lyons and Mr. Hanson
and sharing funny stories with Madame and Mr. Sapp make
up the most prominent memories of my high school years.
Thank you to Mr. Sapp for all the good laughs during band,
Madame for teaching me a second language, Mrs. Lyons
for letting me hide in the library during lunch and before
school, Mr. Hanson for the sarcastic daily comments, and
Mr. P. for teaching us about Roth IRAs. My senior year was
not the best, but it was certainly better than having no senior
year at all. Now, it is off to college to put some of my skills
to use.

Nick Huffman
My name is Nick Huffman. I enjoy
going to the gym and working at
Burger King. I received the ESC
S.T.A.R. Student Award in April of 2020.
The past two years I have enjoyed
going to gym class, working with Mr.
Bennett building things, and taking
field trips to American Pan and
ColePak. Once I graduate, my future
plans are to live on my own with no
help. I want to eventually get my own
car. I have looked forward to this day;
for my future plans, I cannot wait to sleep in and work more
hours and shifts at Burger King.

Jena Jansen
This senior year has not been the
ideal. We have had to sit out of football
games, basketball games, and all of
the little things in between that do not
seem so little now that we could not
have them. It is crazy to think that after
so many years of getting up, going to
school, and having that normal routine
that we are near the end of all that.
Soon enough, we will all graduate
and start our new lives outside of high
school. The familiar faces in the halls
will not be so familiar anymore, and we will be meeting new
people. I do not think high school is the best four years of
our lives. There is so much drama and stress. There are some
things to enjoy, though. The best school memories I have had
are being in the bleachers at a basketball or football game.
Being around all of that energy and trying to be the loudest
student section gave me a feeling that is inexplicable. I was
not a part of much other than FFA, but school has also taught
me so many lessons and not just education-wise. If it were
not for all of the people who stuck around me, or even the
ones that I no longer talk to, I would not be where I am at
today. After high school, I have decided to go to Columbus
State for my associate’s degree. I would like to become a
veterinary technician. I am looking forward to what the
future holds for me.
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Shelby Johnson

Quinton Jones

High school is not a breeze.
While classes and homework
pile up, students are also faced
with extracurricular activities and
friendships. Although it has been a
struggle picking myself up from the
ground every year for four years,
I would not wish to have my high
school any other way. In between
the drama and essays, I would laugh
with my teachers and friends until I
cried. I would offer loads of advice
to underclassmen and peers while
receiving just as much encouragement. Along the way, my
teachers and peers transformed the awkward freshman
version of myself into a confident senior doing everything
she can. I used to believe I was not smart enough to
participate in any honors classes or able to obtain a high
GPA until succeeding in classes changed my point of view.
Throughout the years, I have challenged myself to do better.
This newfound confidence also encouraged me to succeed
in my extracurricular activities. For instance, I began
marching band in my sophomore year without touching a
clarinet beforehand. Even so, by senior year I was helping
my section leader direct the underclassmen and playing
with students of the highest level band at our high school.
The laughter and encouragement every Friday night pushed
me to perform better every single time. Mr. Sapp has always
been there for questions, instruction, or advice on marching,
playing, and even much-appreciated life lessons. I will miss
a lot of things after high school, including practicing with my
tennis team and creating millions of inside jokes. I can only
hope to find similar relationships and experiences while
attending college in the fall.

I would like to start out with my past
success. I have made it this far, and I am
still not sure what I am going to do in
life. I guess I will just have to find out as
I go. Thank you to my friends and family
for having such an impact on my school
career. During my twelve years of school,
I have made some pretty remarkable
friendships. My all time best friend Sam
has made it pretty simple to have fun and
enjoy what I have while I am here. One of
my other best friends, Dylan Jordan, has
also made a great impact as I give him
rides from school everyday, making it an adventure for the most
part. My girlfriend Amirah has made my life a lot better through
falling asleep while talking on the phone every night for the
past year-and-a-half. My dog Gracie is the best dog I could ever
ask for because she has been with me since I was ten. Other
people who have helped me get through school have been my
dad Ed and mom Sherri; they took me to school every morning
until I started to drive, and then they told me to stop getting
older. My brother Trent has made a really big impression on
what I do with my life because he is a few years older than me,
and he teaches me the way of a simple and happy life. My sister
Cathy and my nieces Lexi, Emilee, and Hannah have also made
a tremendous impact on me because they believe in me. I have
another niece on the way, Lilah, who is supposed to be born
right after I graduate. I would like to give an important piece of
advice to my future self: please be well and take care of your
family. Thank you, Urbana!

As you celebrate your graduation, remember that
anything is possible with hard work, integrity and
perseverance. May the education and experience of your
high school days serve you well in the years ahead, as
you pursue new goals and your dreams for the future.

Good luck and
congratulations!

Mad River Farm Market
HOURS: Mon-Thurs 9am-10pm;
Fri & Sat 9am-12am; Sun 10am-10pm

OH-70236340

538 N. US HWY 68
West Liberty, OH 43357 | 937-465-2030
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Dylan Lee Jordan

Donovan Kelley

I would like to start off by thanking
Urbana City Schools for helping me
become the person that I am today.
I would also like to thank my best
friends Harmony, Landon, Luke, Matt,
Quinton, and Skylar. They are the
main reason why I stayed in school
and wanted to go to school. I would
also like to thank all of the teachers
that I ever had because they gave
me all the knowledge and then some
for the outside world. I would also
like to thank Mr. Myers because I had him from sixth grade
to twelfth grade, and he has an amazing personality that I
believe rubbed off on me. The last teacher I would like to
thank is Mr. Trenor because he is one of the funniest people I
know, and he is an amazing teacher, I could talk about every
teacher I can remember but that would take too long. High
school was my favorite time throughout school. I have the
fondest memories, and my relationships with my friends
have increased. My favorite thing about school was all the
supportive friends and teachers I had. When I was little, I
would watch a bunch of movies and shows that depicted
high school as the worst place ever, but it is quite the
contrary. It is a once in a lifetime experience that I will never
forget and never get from anywhere else. Finally, I would like
to say thank you to anyone who is reading this and everyone
who was with me on this amazing journey. We are the Urbana
Hillclimbers.

The last four years have been hectic
and quite interesting. Freshman
year was really a shock, moving into
all the responsibilities and things
that come with being in high school.
Sophomore year was a lot more fun
and relaxed, especially with French
class and just not being so new to
everything. Junior year was quite the
turn around, as I decided to go to Ohio
Hi-Point for Automotive Technology.
I have learned so much from the
classes there, and they have brought me to a position at a
general maintenance shop. Unfortunately, we weren’t able
to cover transmissions and differentials as a result of Covid
in the latter part of the year. Senior year has been kinda
just meh; nothing has been really smooth and learning has
been difficult, especially in lab. In the future, I plan to either
attend UNOH for power motorsports or get into a Subaru
dealership and go through the classes they require to
become an engine technician. Eventually I want to become
a part of STi (Subaru’s racing division), while getting into
rally and auto cross. I would like to thank all of my teachers,
especially my instructors and coaches; y’all have made
these four years the best. I would also like to thank my
family and friends for always being there and supporting me
through everything.

Madelyn Jordan

My time at UHS has been a time
of growth as a student, as an athlete,
and as a person. I have met so many
amazing people who are now my best
friends. I am sad that I will be leaving
Urbana High School, but I am excited
to see what the future holds. I was
honored to be a part of the Urbana
High School Girls Soccer Team. Soccer
is a big part of my life. I would like to
thank Coach Deskins, Coach Jackson,
Coach Mounce, and Dave. They have
helped me to grow as a soccer player. I also want to thank
my parents for believing in me and helping me achieve my
goals. Thank you to Mr. Cotner, Mrs. Simpson, Mr. Trenor,
and Mrs. Evans for all of your time and effort. You have made
my time at UHS more enjoyable. One of the highlights of
my high school journey was winning the CBC title with my
soccer team. I have received many academic awards and
honors including All Year Honor Roll 2019-2020 and Dean’s
List at Clark State Community College. I plan to continue my
studies and play soccer at the collegiate level.

Urbana High School has played
a major role in my character
development. I have learned many
lessons in my years here that will
help guide me throughout my life.
Urbana High School has given me
fond memories and bonds with my
classmates that will last forever. One
memory that I will always cherish
is cheering. Throughout my years
of being a UHS cheerleader, I have
created strong lasting bonds with
my teammates and coaches. Cheer has taught me that no
matter how good you are, there is always room for more
improvement. As a result, during my time as a cheerleader,
I strived to be the best that I could be. Because of my hard
work and dedication, I received First Team CBC awards two
years in a row. While cheering for Urbana, my cheer coach
Jenny Payne has and continues to help me become a better
cheerleader, as well as guide me in my home life. Cheering
has given me the extra confidence and motivation I need in
order to be successful and flourish in life. Being involved
with cheer has also held me responsible for keeping my
grades on track and attendance at school. Even though
I have had bumpy roads along the way, my coaches and
the staff at Urbana have always cared for me and made
sure I stay on the right track. I would like to thank all of my
teachers and my coaches for never giving up hope on me.
I will always remember the fun times I had at Urbana High
School, and the opportunities this school has given me.

Emma Landolfo
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Camden Lewis
Everyone in high school looks
forward to graduation day. I was
looking forward to graduation myself,
but I had a higher goal. I wanted to be
in the top twenty percent of my class.
I did not know how I was going to get
there, but failure was not an option,
so I kept my mind on the bigger
picture. Hard work, dedication, and
wise decision making helped me to
accomplish my graduation goal. I
cannot wait to get my life started to
be honest. I am nervous but eager.
I am not sure how my life will go, but I am sure I will do
well in my adult life. If you are an underclassmen, and you
are reading this, try to enjoy these last years of school you
have. There were a couple teachers that helped me like
school throughout high school. Mr. Edwards, Mrs. Butler,
Mr. Russell, and Mr. Swain, thank you all for making school
better this year. Playing my last year of soccer this fall was
sad, but I look forward to taking this next step in life.

Joseph Link
They say high school goes by fast. I
did not believe them, but that was a
few months ago, or at least that is what
it feels like. It went by faster than I
could have ever imagined, but thanks
to Urbana High School and Ohio
Hi-Point, I learned enough along the
way to make it feel like a lifetime of
information, or at least I hope.
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Aysha Lucas
As my senior year comes to an end,
the life lessons Urbana High School has
taught me will continue onward. Urbana
has taught me that things do not come
easily, and I have to work for what I want.
That lesson was emphasized through
my sophomore and junior years on the
girls’ golf team. Golf was very frustrating;
however, it has provided my best
memories at Urbana. Being on varsity
both years taught me to slow down and
think about what comes next and that
if I am struggling, I have to work to
understand and fix my mistakes. A flaw will not change instantly;
practice and patience are the keys to success. This lesson also
applies to my time on the yearbook committee. I have only
been a part of the staff this year; however, I have learned that
patience is the key to getting good responses and the hard work
going into each page pays off when the book is complete. My
advice to anyone entering high school would be to get involved
because it makes your high school experience ten times better.
I would not have the significant experiences that I have without
a few people. I would like to thank my mom, Belinda Lucas,
for always supporting me through school and for pushing me
above and beyond, and for teaching me that adulting can be
rough. I would like to thank my teacher, Mrs.deNijs, for never
giving up on me and always wanting to improve my writing
abilities. I would like to give a special thanks to my friend,
Brianna Wabnitz, for always being there for me and always
wanting to be a part of my crazy spontaneous adventures. After
high school, I plan on getting my Ph.D. in clinical psychology,
while attending the University of Alabama. Roll Tide!

Emma Lykins
Over the past thirteen years, I have
attended Urbana schools, and I am sad
to leave, but it will be a breath of fresh
air to experience new things. Over the
years, I have made and lost friends, but
every memory will remain with me. I
may have not done much for Urbana,
but I have at least tried many things
throughout the years. In fifth grade,
for example, I tried being a famous
clarinet player. That did not last long.
I quit in seventh grade, but life is not
about success; it is about LIVING. People
should live their lives how they want to, and for me I realized
I did not want to be like Squidward after all. The experience
I had at Urbana will always be a rollercoaster because every
day was different. Some days would be flat out boring with
no homework, and other days would be stressful, filled with
piles of homework. The thing is I got through it because look
at me now: I am writing a senior tribute for the paper, baby!
My tribute could include favorite teachers, but the thing with
favorites is that I would be typing all of Urbana’s teachers in
this tribute. All the teachers I had have had an impact on me in
some way. Being an average “C” student, I have never won an
award, but for the people who have, I congratulate you because
you achieved something that you have worked hard for, and I
envy that. The thing that every freshman should know is that
you need to have fun, but also find time to work when you need
to. High school is about moving on to live your life not just to
go to college. With that piece of advice, I say my farewell to
Urbana schools and say hello to new memories.
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Kayla Mann

Kacie Martin

I have gone to Urbana my entire
life. Growing up, I never really
believed it when my parents would
say, “Enjoy it while you can because
it will go by faster than you think.”
Here we are about to graduate, and
it feels like freshman orientation
was last week. Some of the biggest
accomplishments I have made
throughout these four years have to
be dancing the lead role of Clara
in Ohio Performing Arts Institute’s
2020 Nutcracker, choreographing in the OPAI’s student
choreography show three years in a row, and paving my way,
hopefully, for a future in the world of dance. While most of
my accomplishments were made in the dance studio instead
of school, I still managed to get a little bit involved at UHS. I
am a four-year member of choir, and before COVID-19 hit
junior year, I was the student choreographer for the school
musical. UHS has brought me so many memories, such as
attending dances and assemblies and even playing Just
Dance in choir. Our class had many unique experiences;
we were the last freshman class to enter high school in
the old building, and we spent the entirety of our senior
year in a global pandemic. I want to thank my teachers for
individually helping every student as best as they could and
even being their friend when it was needed. I also want to
thank my parents: my mom for helping me edit my papers
when I got overwhelmed, and my dad for being there for
me to rant. Finally, I want to thank UHS for introducing me
to some lifelong friends. It will be bittersweet leaving this
school behind and moving on to the rest of my life, but I
am happy with the memories I am leaving with. After high
school, I plan on getting my bachelor’s degree in fine arts
for dance with a minor in business. Congratulations, Class of
2021; we did it!

I am the daughter of Phoebe Martin
and Todd Martin. My time at UHS has
been bittersweet. The start of my
freshman year was rough. High school
is a big slap in the face compared to
junior high. By my senior year, I have
become more confident in myself
and in my abilities. Extra-curricular
activities I have been involved in
are marching band, basketball, and
softball. I was also a football manager
my junior year. I earned my varsity
letter for both basketball and softball. I have received the
Coach’s Award for basketball and the Hillclimber Award for
softball. I have also been a member of NHS during my junior
and senior years. Some hobbies that keep me busy out of
school are hanging out with friends, working, shopping, and
going on adventures. One thing I will remember from my
years at UHS is seeing Jazzy Jeff every day and the Friday
morning music. Jazzy Jeff always managed to put a smile on
my face. My future plans are to attend Clark State University
to potentially become a pediatric nurse. I would like to thank
my parents for always being by my side and supporting
me through everything I do. I would also like to thank my
grandma for coming to my games and the rides back and
forth to school and practice. I want to thank my teachers for
pushing me to be the very best and getting the best grades
possible. I am very excited to see what the future holds for
me and my fellow classmates.

Paige Martinez
Growing up, I watched both of my
brothers graduate, and I could not wait
for it to be my turn, my chance to walk
across that stage, receive my diploma,
and finally say, “I did it.” As I sit here as
a senior and look back at the last four
years, I wish time would have slowed
down. Although it is a bittersweet
ending. I am eternally grateful for
the many opportunities I was given at
Urbana High School. Throughout my
four years, I have stayed busy being
involved in volleyball, bowling, National Honor Society,
student council, choir, musical, and DECA. These activities
have allowed me to create relationships and learn many
valuable lessons I will carry with me forever. I have created
many memories that will last a lifetime. A few that stand out
include placing fourth in the state for bowling, dancing in
the locker rooms before volleyball games, and qualifying
for DECA State three years in a row. After high school, I plan
to attend Wright State University to pursue a Bachelor’s in
Science of Nursing. None of this would have been possible
without the ongoing support and guidance from my family
and all of the staff at UHS. Specifically, I would like to thank
Mrs. Leonard, Mr. Russell and Mr. Myers for pushing me to
my full potential and showing me that I am capable of big
things. To my family, thank you; these past few years have
been challenging to say the least, but through it all you have
been my rock. To my fellow graduates, I cannot wait to see
what the future holds for each and every one of us, we did it.
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Dale Mason
The four years in high school have
been the most difficult to keep up
with and keep my head on straight.
I am glad that I had several friends
to make high school so much better
when the worst times came. I had a
lot of obstacles in my way that I could
not get around without my family and
friends by my side. My teachers have
shown me how much high school
really reflects on the person you are
after high school. I am glad that I had
Miss Menchhofer because she always made me do my work
even though I was not getting it, so that showed me how
to never give up. Mrs. deNijs is one of the teachers that is
always there for you, and if you got sidetracked, she would
get you back on track. She also cares a lot about her students
because all she wants to see is her students be successful
after high school. Also, Mrs. Moore helped me through the
last year of high school; she would let me get caught up
when we had nothing to do or if I was done with all of my
work. My plan after high school is to get an internship at the
Columbus Zoo so that I can get hands-on training with all
of the animals. If I show them that I can do this type of job,
and I really care about these animals, hopefully, I can have
some schooling on how to do more in that job field, and I
can become a zookeeper. All in all, what I have learned in
high school is to never give up and to keep pushing forward
which will help me out in the next chapter of my life.

Congratulations to
The Class of

Owen McCreight
As a child, I would stare at the
midnight sky and pretend I was a
mighty giant, leaping from star to
star. I dreamt about the future, what I
would do and who I would grow up to
be. As I look back to these incredibly
memorable, yet incredibly fast years,
I am proud to say this chapter of my
life was dedicated to Urbana High
School. From Marion’s game-tying
three-point shot to chanting for the
soccer team, Urbana has given me so
many memories that will last a lifetime. I would like to thank
several teachers for their endless support during my time at
Urbana. I would like to thank Mr. Russell for not just being an
awesome DECA teacher, but for being a genuine friend who
makes every day more enjoyable. I would like to thank Mrs.
deNijs for being an “at school mom” who pushes me every
day to be a better student. Finally, a special thanks to Mr.
Schelle. Even though he is equally as awkward as I am, he
ignited a spark of confidence that I have carried to this day.
His kind words, invaluable advice, and persistent motivation
to want students to succeed have inspired me throughout
high school. If it was not for Mr. Schelle, I may have never
found my future career choice. I am grateful for the endless
support, motivation, and love from my family who gives me
a reason to achieve greater things. My plans for the next
chapter of my life consist of attending Miami University and
majoring in psychology. From the invaluable life lessons, I
have learned from my teachers to the endless memories I
have made with my friends, high school has shaped who I
am today.

2021

,LLC
We love what we do, and you will too!
8500 W. Route 36 • St. Paris, OH 43072
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Bryant McKenzie

Nicholas Pelfrey

I moved back to Urbana for my
junior and senior years of high school.
I could not imagine spending my
senior year anywhere else. Since I
arrived in Urbana, I have been on
the soccer team and the track team,
making many friends on both. In my
senior year, I received my varsity
letter for soccer, and I was inducted
into the National Honor Society. During
my junior year, I won many academic
awards, including Junior Math Student
of the Year and Manufacturing Operations Student of the
Year. I even won the Champaign County Design Challenge
with my advanced manufacturing team. My senior year
introduced an excellent opportunity for me. Mr. Klingler
helped me receive an internship at Rittal US, working in
their manufacturing engineering department and helping
me grow tremendously in my knowledge of engineering.
This great experience has made me realize I want to
continue learning more about engineering. In the fall, I will
be attending Mount Vernon Nazarene University to study
mechanical engineering. After that, I will pursue a career in
engineering. I would like to thank Mr. Klingler for seeing
the potential in me from the very beginning. If he would not
have gone above and beyond to set up the interview with
Rittal, I could not imagine where I would be now. Mr. Klingler
has allowed me to experience a real-world engineering
experience. I could not have asked for more from him in the
two years that I have known him. `

These past four years at Urbana
High School have been some of the
best memories that I could have made.
I know people say high school goes
fast, but I did not take it too seriously
until the days came. Although I spent
four years here, it felt as if it were
only a glimpse. One year I was part
of the new class entering the high
school, and now it is time to pass it on
to the next class. Through the years,
I have been a part of the Urbana
baseball team. It was one of the best choices I could have
made. Every year I chose to play and do what I loved with
some of my closest friends while creating relationships and
memories that will last a lifetime. Some of my best memories
were created on the field and in the cafeteria. They range
from trying weird food combinations to doing a bunch of
different shenanigans to make each other laugh. I would
personally like to thank my coach, Evan Petty, for being the
best coach he can possibly be. I am also thankful for all of
the teachers, teaching me things that I will continue to use
for the rest of my life. I plan to attend Wright State University
and find the right career path for me. I will never forget the
memories, relationships, and experiences I had that have
shaped me into the person I am today. As the coaches and
players of the UHS baseball team say, “ELE.”

Morgan Lee Parker
My time at Urbana High School
has shaped me into the person I am
today. Through rough times and good
times, I have learned what it is to be
a Hillclimber. Pushing myself to the
limits, I have strived to be an excellent
student, from excelling in academics
to activities. At the end of my freshman
year, I decided to join the girls golf
team; little did I know, this would
impact me greatly. I have been on the
varsity girls golf team ever since. Our
team broke the school record, and we made it to districts.
At the end of my junior year, I received Athletic Student of
the Year. Making my senior year one-to-remember, I made
it into the National Honor Society and yearbook. My all-time
favorite classes were the arts, specifically, Climber Singers
with Mr. Myers and art with Mrs. Simpson. I have been in
the choir with Mr. Myers since the beginning of junior high,
advancing into Climber Singers my junior year. Taking art
each year, I am now in Honors Art IV and CCP Art History.
Art with Mrs. Simpson continues to be the best part of my
day; I can relax and focus on my artwork without stressing
about my other classes. I spent the majority of my time in
Mrs. Simpson’s Art classroom my senior year. Even though
art has hugely impacted my life, I plan to study criminology
and psychology at Wright State University before
transferring. Afterward, I plan to get my master’s degree in
forensic psychology. I would like to thank all my teachers,
specifically Mrs. deNijs, Mrs. Simpson, and Mr. Myers as well
as the Shramkes and my parents.

Zachariah Pence
Hello, my name is Zachariah Pence,
and I am a graduating senior at Urbana
High School. I am majoring in pure
mathematics at Wright State University
with the credits I have earned through
the C.C.P. program. While I am there, I
plan on getting a bachelor’s and later
attending graduate school to earn
a master’s degree. I want to go into
research and, if I play my cards right,
become a professor at the university.
I want to thank my mother and
brother for helping me through the logistical nightmares of
paperwork, homework, and scholarship applications. I also
want to thank my father for inspiring me to become the man
I am today. I would not be where I am at now if I were not
“standing on the shoulders of giants” (Newton). I enjoyed
my time here, and I am thankful for the memories and
knowledge I gained over my high school career. More than
anything, I will cherish the friends I have made along the
way and those willing to help me on my journey. They will
always have a special place in my heart, and I wish them all
the best of luck on their journey. Looking back, I know that
I would have done many things differently, and I did things
that I am not proud of. However, there is no point in fighting
old battles if it means I am unprepared for the new battles
that lie ahead of me. I am ready to begin the next chapter of
my life and, more importantly, I am ready to navigate my own
ship towards the sunny horizons.
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Jaishaun Peterson

Kaylee Pryor

I do not know how I am supposed
to start one of these off, so I am
just going to free flow. Since I am
graduating soon, I might as well try
and share everything I have learned
so far. Coming into my freshman
year, I did not really know what to
expect, but it was not long before
I adapted and learned the ins and
outs of high school. I broke out of my
shell and started forming my own
opinions about my values, beliefs, and
philosophy, and, thus, the rollercoaster that has been the
last four years of my life started, and BOY, did I turn out…
awesome. I am very thankful for the bros; shout out to Noah,
Alex, Connor, and John for being in the same situation as me
and helping me from beginning to end. I got to participate
in a lot of fun shenanigans throughout high school because
of them, including the DECA hot sauce incident. DECA has
been an awesome experience, and that is all thanks to my
slightly older bro, Mr. Russell, for being the most relatable
teacher I have ever had! To anyone reading this, my advice
for life would be to do what makes you happy, NOT, what
would make everyone else happy. The sooner you start
practicing good habits and living life for yourself in order to
one day be able to help others, the easier high school and
career choices get.

When I first walked through those
big brown gym doors, I thought what
have I gotten myself into? I was scared
of what was to come. Thankfully,
even though I had some tough times
through the year, this will be one of
the most wonderful experiences I will
ever have. I want to thank Mr. Edwards
for being the jokester history teacher
who always had my back. Mr. Swain
never gave up on me when I kept
having trouble with problems in math,
and he gave great life lessons after the math lesson was
over. Mrs. Zachrich helped me believe that I am more than
capable of doing the things in life I want to do. Mrs. Butler
made the English class a fun experience and not boring
as most English classes are. I especially want to thank my
parents, Faith and Jason Pryor, for being the greatest parents
out there. They have pushed me to keep working hard even
through the tough times in high school. I am finally a senior
and about to walk down the hill. This is one milestone I
thought I never was going to be able to do, but here I am
now about to get my diploma. Thank you to the staff and
students of UHS for making these the best memories. Look
at me now! Woo-hoo, Class of 2021, we finally made it to
graduation! Great job to everyone; I know it was not easy.

Andrew Pickering
The four years that I have spent
at Urbana High School have been
too important to me to accurately
articulate. At the start of my freshman
year, the four years ahead of me
seemed like they would take such a
long time, and it seemed like it would
last forever, but now it is over before
I knew it. When I think back on the
time, the events that seem the most
important to me in hindsight have
been the extracurricular activities I
have taken part in. Activities like Model UN and the school
musical stand out particularly as things that were not only
fun, but were also important formative experiences that
helped me to form long lasting friendships. They taught me
a lot about organization and working as a team - things you
cannot really learn in a classroom. Saturday competitions
with the quiz team or a few hectic days in general assembly
in Model UN are memories that I will cherish fondly for
years to come. I spent my whole high school career looking
forward to finally being finished, but now that the end is
here, I am starting to value much more the things that truly
made high school special.

Makenna Radford
Senior year. The year I have
been looking forward to since I can
remember. I can not believe the day
is finally here. We have to say our
goodbyes, walk across the stage, close
this chapter in our lives, and open
a new one. My time here at UHS has
definitely been one to remember. I
kept myself very busy during high
school. From participating in athletics
and extra-curricular activities to
working three jobs to taking CCP
classes to starting my own photography business, things
got hectic. Most days I questioned why I did more than the
average person could handle, but as I sit here today, I realize
the experiences and lessons I have learned were worth the
struggle. I would not be the person I am today without the
amazing people I have in my life. I would like to thank my
mom, Liz Radford, for teaching me how to be strong and
independent. I would like to thank my dad, Bill Radford, for
spending numerous late nights helping me to understand
my academics. I would like to think of my boyfriend, Gabe
Spiers, for being my backbone. I would also like to thank
Mrs. Menchhofer, Ms. Entsminger, and Mrs.Hemienger for
being the absolute best support system throughout my
time at UHS. You could always find me spending any extra
time I had in Mrs. Heminger’s classroom. The students and
teachers in that classroom will never understand how much
they helped me throughout high school. This fall I will be
attending Edison State and majoring in nursing. Although
I will miss being in high school, I am excited to start this
next chapter in my life. Thank you, UHS, and to my fellow
classmates, congratulations and good luck in your future!
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Ronald Ragland

Jenelle Rains

Overall, my experience at Urbana
High School has been a good
experience, and I appreciate everyone
who has helped me. My first year in
high school the teachers welcomed
me nicely and showed me around
when I got lost; they were always there
to help me if I needed it. As the years
passed, I learned about the different
high school experiences I could have,
such as the bus rides with teammates
before and after games and the team
workouts and meals that all played a big part in the team
bonding experience. Sports at Urbana High School helped
me gain more experience as an athlete and a person. During
my junior year, I attended a hands on manufacturing class
that taught me how to wire circuits, how to cut wood, and how
to assemble things in an assembly line. Throughout the year,
we did a variety of projects. For each one of our projects, we
competed within our own class and the other classes. One
of our projects was called the Design Challenge. During
this challenge, we had to design a car that was operated
by a mouse trap. First we had to compete within our class,
and then we had to compete against other classmates.
My group’s mousetrap car ended up winning between
both classes, so we got to compete against other schools
within the district. After we presented our car, we won the
competition, and we were given a trophy that was put into
the trophy case. We also got our picture taken for the Urbana
Daily Citizen. After I graduate high school, I will be attending
college to study engineering and hopefully one day design
buildings.

High school can be rough, but the
staff at Urbana High School is always
devoted to helping the students. While
my life was a roller coaster, going
up and down my whole high school
career, my teachers were always
available when I needed them. One
of my favorite teachers was Mallory
Zachrich. Even though I just had her
as a teacher my senior year and only
took two of her classes, I have enjoyed
every moment. I really enjoyed
being able to talk to my classmates and goof around with
them. I am teary-eyed that I will have to say goodbye to a
school that has taught me so much in life. When I graduate,
I look forward to being able to hear the announcer at the
football games loud and clear from my home. During my
four years at Urbana, I have been an honor roll student for
three years straight and an attendee to the annual academic
achievement banquet. I plan on going to Clark State to
major in nursing, hopefully ending up with my registered
nursing degree. I thank the UHS staff for providing me with
the strength I needed to finish high school and to go onto
college. I also want to thank my sister and her husband,
Cassie and Tad Nelson; I know things were very crazy, but
I appreciate all you have done for me and prepared me for
what is yet to come.

Austin Ragno
My name is Austin James Ragno. I
am excited to be living in my new
apartment. My favorite part of the
day is lunch. I like when Nurse Mona
and Mrs. Norman come to visit. I
liked Movie Friday! I liked tricking
Mrs. Leffel at hangman. The following
people have helped me: Daedra,
Jasmine, Joey, Nick, Dillon, and Denver.
Thank you also to Mrs. Leffel, Mrs.
Hensley, Mrs. O’Neal, Mrs. MacDonald,
Heather, and Ashley. My future plans
are to marry Jasmine and get a car. I would like to work at
Walmart.

Austin Rice
High school was quite the journey
for me. I made the greatest friends
and made meaningful memories with
them. During my freshman year, I felt
like an alien trying to figure out what
the world was, but I got out of my shell
and started talking to a lot of people.
I got involved in the marching band,
and it was fun. Friday nights were
the best because we got to do our
band performance. I enjoyed going
to band parties. The band festivals
were fun and my favorite part of the band because we see
other bands play. Pep band, playing during the games and
eating good snacks, was great. I was also involved in the
NHS. I enjoy doing stuff for the community and helping
other people out. The people at UHS made me the person
I am today. I am fun, enthusiastic, and optimistic. I would
like to thank my parents for telling me I was doing well
and encouraging me to keep up the good work. I would
like to thank Mr. Edwards. He has been a big inspiration in
my high school career and helped me with what I needed
help with. Mr. Edwards is the best history teacher I ever
had. What I will remember about my years is all the fun
times I had, especially band. I will remember being peppy
every football game. I am planning on going to Clark State
Community College for an associates degree for graphic
design; I want to become a graphic designer.
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Janie Ricketts
The past four years have passed by
faster than I could have imagined, and
it takes me by surprise every time I
remember that I am to be graduating
this year. I am not the person I was
when I walked into the Castle for the
first time, and I am grateful to have
been the last class to have walked
its halls. So much has changed, and
I have had the honor of watching my
peers and friends grow up with me as
we pushed our way through our high
school years. Nothing is ever easy, however, and I have met
with plenty of adversity. Fortunately for me, I have built a
strong web of support with my friends and family. Although
the past two years were less than ideal, I am proud of the
Class of 2020 and Class of 2021 for persevering through our
shortened, limited last half of high school. Participating in
different activities at the school gave me life skills I can use
in the future, and I am glad I got to try a handful of things
that I was really scared to try in the beginning. It allowed for
personal growth. Being presented with so many opportunities
is something I never saw in my future, but I am over the
moon to be reaching the finish line and finally graduating.
I would like to thank my mom, dad, grandparents, friends,
and teachers for giving me the room to grow and help when
I needed it. I am excited to see where this next chapter takes
my friends and me as we continue on to college and careers.

Best Wishes to the

Class of 2021
Here’s to a happy graduation and
a bright future! We hope your
commencement is filled with good
friends, good times and good memories.
We’re proud of you, and we wish you the
best of luck today and always.

(937) 652-2151 • 417 E. Water Street, Urbana
www.bundybakingsolutions.com

OH-70236345
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Gatlin Ridgwell

Emma Ropp

During these last four years at
Urbana, I have had such memorable
moments that will last me a lifetime. It
has been such an honor to be a part
of this class. Because of my friends
and family support, I pursued multiple
sports and organizations all throughout
high school. The best experience I
have had was joining the girls golf
team my junior year and being a part
of history when our team went to
districts. When I started high school,
it seemed like graduation was so far away, but now reaching
the end of my senior year, I realize that time flies so fast
before you even notice it. I was once told I would not be able
to go to a “normal school” because I am hearing impaired.
Nineteen years later, I am graduating in the top twenty of
my class at Urbana High School, and that is the biggest
accomplishment of my life. As the saying goes, “It always
seems impossible until it is done.” I am thankful for both my
family and friends who supported me in my ambitions to
beat all the odds given to me. It is because of them I choose
to chase my dreams of becoming an architect. Thank you,
UHS, for building me into the person I am today and for the
memorable moments I will never forget.

I am the daughter of Christopher
and Sonja Ropp. My time at UHS has
been filled with lessons and memories
I will never forget. Going into
freshman year, I was worried about all
the classes because all through middle
school every teacher said, “They won’t
put up with that in high school,” but
throughout the years all my worries
went away. This school has taught me
much more than how to find X and that
the mitochondria is the powerhouse of
the cell. It has taught me that the little moments are what you
hold on to the most. I remember making my school email
address and seeing the “21” before my name back then 2021
was so far away; I guess nothing is truly that far away. With
the 2021 graduation approaching, I am looking back and
asking where these four years have gone. From breaking my
thumb during freshman year’s summer gym and Mrs. deNijs
giving me a band-aid to complaining about my paintings
to Mrs.Simpson every day of my senior year. I would like to
thank Urbana City Schools and the staff for making the days
go by faster than they should have. There was not a day that
went by without a smiling face to greet you, even if it was
behind a mask. I plan to continue my education at Columbus
State in the respiratory therapy program to be a pediatric
respiratory therapist. I am grateful to use all the knowledge
that Urbana High School has given me, and thank you again,
UHS.

Samantha Rooney
My four years here at UHS have
been memorable to say the least. I
have made friendships and memories
that will last long past high school.
During my four years at Urbana, I have
been an honor roll student for three
years straight and been an attendee
to the annual academic achievement
banquet. I have been involved in
many activities such as basketball,
soccer, DECA, yearbook, choir, student
council, and National Honor Society.
Each of these activities has brought me the bonds that I have
been able to strengthen over the past couple years, not only
with my friends, but with my teachers too. The staff members
at UHS are fun and supportive, and it makes the dread of
having to go to school every day a little bit easier to handle.
The highlights of my time here have been winning CBC titles
in both of my sports, and winning CBC Player of the Year
for basketball this year. It feels so great to be a part of such
amazing programs and to be able to make history at the
district I have been part of all my life. If my four years at UHS
have taught me anything, it is to remember that someone
has always got your back. Whether it is the teachers, the
ladies in the office, or the janitors, someone will be there to
brighten your day if they notice you are feeling down. I want
to thank all of my teachers and coaches for helping me be
successful these past four years. Most of all, I want to thank
my parents who have been there for me my whole life. They
have pushed me even when I did not want to be pushed
because they knew in the end that it would work out for my
best interest. I am forever grateful for the time I have gotten
to spend here at UHS. Finally, I want to say good luck to all of
my fellow seniors; I know you all will do great things!

Lukas Routzong
I have lived in Urbana my whole
life, and it has been a great time. My
school career has been full of helpful
and kind teachers and classmates
without whom I would not be who
I am today. I am moving on to The
University of Dayton to pursue a career
in education. I was inspired to do this
by my educators who got me engaged
in new topics and kept me awake
in class. Some of those educators
include Mr. Pine, Mrs. Moore, Señora
McDonald, Mrs. Hawkins, Mrs. Marsh, Mr. Cotner, and Miss
Westermen. In addition, I want to thank Landon Karg, Dylan
Jordan, Matt Salyers, Harmony Stewart, Austin Rice, Andrew
Pickering, Skylar Arnold, Isabelle Laughbaum, Owen
McCreight, and Joey Timm. These friends helped me keep
my head up through the tough years of high school English.
It would be dishonest of me not to mention my family here
too: Mom, Dad, Grandma, my sisters Megan and Rachel,
and my brother Daniel. These people helped me keep my
grades above F’s. Because of the help of all these people, I
plan to major in history and political science and hope to
become a history teacher. The experience at Urbana City
Schools has been something I will never forget; there was
always a supportive community here. I, and my future wife
Madalynn Skelton, are going off to Dayton for four years and
will hopefully return someday. Urbana is great, my teachers
are great, my friends and family are great, and sincerely,
from the bottom of my heart, thanks to everyone.
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Matt Salyers

Stephanie Selvaggio

My time at Urbana High School has
given me some of the best moments
of my life so far. For the most part, I
have my group of friends to thank,
but without the school, I would not
have met them, and I would not have
gotten back into video production. We
were more focused on having fun and
hanging out than creating something
serious. Everything was not always
perfect because there were times
when the process became too much.
Sometimes people did not want to work, or my outdated
gear would cause problems. Despite this, the hours of
editing, and the time I canceled my vacation last summer
and drove back and forth across Ohio was 100% worth it.
I am proud of winning third in a DECA competition with
my partner Quinton, which allowed us to get into the state
competition. We did not place very high,but at least now we
can say we made it. J’ai étudié le français pendant deux ans
et ça valait vraiment le coup. On my first day in English 9, I
saw this senior who had to retake the class. I immediately
realized that I would absolutely hate it if I had to retake a
class; I thought about it significantly more than it was worth
thinking about. Now that I am a senior about to graduate,
I can say that it was definitely hard to stay motivated, but I
only ever had to repeat one class out of my four years in high
school. In conclusion, I had a pretty solid time at Urbana,
and I am never going to forget the memories I made at this
school.

Holy cow! I cannot believe how
quickly time has gone. While my time
at UHS was cut short due to Covid-19,
I will always be fond of the memories
I have made here. During the school
year, I was always busy participating in
golf, swim, track, choir, DECA, musical,
OMUN, student council, yearbook,
and National Honor Society. On the
rare chance that I had time on my
hands, I enjoyed walking my dog and
doing puzzles. Looking back, I am
forever grateful for Miss Westerman’s patience towards my
rambunctious personality, Señora’s Friday dances, and all of
the staff’s compassion during my high school years. One of my
favorite memories of high school was spring break sophomore
year, when our choir went to sing at Disney World. I would like
to thank all of my teachers and coaches who have helped me
throughout high school, especially Miss Westerman, Señora,
Mr. Russell, Mr. Schelle, Mr. P, Coach M, and Mr. Myers. Their
guidance helped me discover what I am interested in; without
their encouragement, I would not be where I am today. I would
also like to thank my family for all of their love, patience, and
support. I appreciate all you do for me, and I cannot thank you
all enough! Next year, I will attend Miami University and major
in biology with a minor in Spanish. To all of my fellow seniors:
We did it! I wish you all the best of luck, and I am so proud of
what we were able to accomplish!

Dream Big

Davis Seeberg
When I entered high school four
years ago, I was lucky enough to have
a teacher who saw potential in me.
Mr. O’Kane showed me that school
had more to offer if I chose to take
classes that interested me. The DECA
program was just what I needed. It
was the class I looked forward to the
most, and it taught me valuable skills
that I will use in life after high school.
The friendships I have created will
be what I miss most after graduation.
Being involved in DECA, basketball, and golf are some
of the most memorable activities I participated in. The
teachers at Urbana High School taught me so much, and I
am very thankful for all my experiences. Due to the COVID
pandemic, my final years of high school did not go as I
hoped; however, I am thankful I got to experience most of it
in the classroom with great friends. I would like to thank my
family, friends, and various staff members who have helped
encourage me throughout high school. After graduation, I
will be joining the US Air Force. Congratulations to the Class
of 2021!

Now that you’ve graduated, the future you want is within
your reach. It takes hard work and dedication to make your
hopes and dreams come true, and it’s time to go for it!

Good Luck and Congratulations!

King Law Offices, LPA LLC
A small town law firm, with BIG time experience!

OH-70236137

Addie J. King, Attorney at law
548 N Main St., Urbana, OH 43078
Office 937-653-5557
Fax 937-653-5558
www.kinglegalurbana.com
kinglegalurbana@gmail.com
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Madalynn Skelton

Alayna Snyder

When I was in junior high, I was
extremely nervous to start my new
life as a high schooler, and now I am
nervous to start my future as an adult.
Being in high school was not easy, but
I enjoyed the experience nonetheless.
My class is full of so many interesting
and talented students with many
different personalities and interests.
I am glad that I got to spend my
school career with them, and I hope
that they flourish in their adult lives.
I wish I could have gotten to know all of them better. I am
going to miss them and my teachers, Mr. Myers especially. I
have been in his class since fifth grade, and it has been my
favorite class since. I participated in whatever choir related
class I could: symphonic choir, Climber Singers, concert
choir, show choir, and musical. I really hope that my college
career brings some form of music-related opportunity
although it will never be the same without Mr. Myers. I will
also miss my coaches: Coach Michael and Coach E. After
not playing a sport throughout my school career, I never
expected to join tennis my junior year and actually enjoy
it. After high school, I plan on going to The University of
Dayton for an undecided major. I am very thankful for all
those who have helped me get through high school: my best
friends Morgan and Alexis who have been with me since
kindergarten, my mom for letting me stay here, my dad who
helped me get my permit, my boyfriend Lukas Routzong
who decided to drop everything and go to Dayton with me,
and my grandparents who have supported me all this time
and even let me move in with them. I have had a wonderful
high school experience thanks to them, and I could never be
more grateful. I hope my adult life will continue to be filled
with those I love and happiness. I will never forget any of
you.

Starting high school, I did not have
many friends, but through time I made
some unforgettable bonds. Urbana
High School and Ohio Hi-Point both
impacted my life so much. I was in
choir from sixth through tenth grade.
I went to Disney, and it was the best
experience of my life. I would relive
it again if I could. My favorite teacher
has to be Mr. Trenor because even
though it was physical education class,
he still made it fun no matter what
we were doing that day. The awards I have received are
having straight A’s last year and this year. Saying good-bye
to Urbana when I left for Hi-Point was hard, but when COVID
hit, it hurt even more because I did not get to see any of my
classmates who I had grown so close to. My hobbies have
not changed since I started high school. I listen to music,
color, and work on project cars because it takes up extra
time. I will remember dissecting the frogs in Ms.Michael’s
class and how much Mrs.deNijs brought out my writing
skills. If it were not for her, I do not think I would be doing
as well as I am in CCP 12 English. I plan on attending the
University of NorthWestern Ohio beginning on January
3, 2022. I will be majoring in light automotive and diesel
technology. I would like to thank all of my teachers from
my years at Urbana for helping me continue my education
further and showing me what I am really capable of.

Emma Sparks
Senior year was different for
everyone in the Class of 2021. Many
people could not go about their
senior year like they had planned
to. COVID-19 was a big hit for this
year’s graduates. We did not get to
go to sports events, have normal
days at school, or even go to school
without a mask. Some of us even got
homeschooled, and we did not get
to do anything. My senior year was
all from home, and it was not easy.
I learned that I should have taken those years in school
seriously and had fun while I had the chance. We are only
in high school once, and we want to make the best out of it.
I have learned from high school that you make friends, but
you also lose some. You grow up in high school and realize
what the world really is and how serious you should take
it. Many of us have made what we can out of this year with
COVID-19. We try to make it positive, while also trying to
make school fun and enjoyable. In the end, I feel most of
us are looking forward to that fresh start, including myself.
College is right around the corner for some of us, and I
could not be more excited. I am attending Ohio University.
It is time to say goodbye to UHS, and hello to the new world
we are about to enter. It will not be easy, but we have to
have hope that we will all be ready to face those challenges
coming ahead.
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Renee Sprinkle

Shelby Stoops

My time here at Urbana High School
has been nice. Coming to school has
shown me how to make friends and
come out of my comfort zone. Most of
my hobbies just include hanging out
with my friends, playing music, and
being by myself. A few things that
really interest me are music and video
games. Music can be nice for any
mood I am feeling. Video games can
be nice to play by myself or to hang
out with friends. I think one thing I will
remember about being here at Urbana High School is how it
motivated me to try hard at graduating. Even a few teachers
have shown me why being in school is important and what
it will do for me. UHS has shown me that working hard can
help me succeed in a goal I am trying to achieve. My future
plans are to get a job after school and move into a place of
my own. Being independent will be my new future goal to try
to achieve. I thank all the teachers who have worked hard to
help me in my years of being at Urbana High School. Without
their help, I may not have had any motivation throughout
school.

Throughout my high school
experience, I have learned a lot of
important life lessons. I remember
walking in the school my freshman year
saying I could not wait until senior year.
Thinking about it now, where did my
high school career go? I can not stress
enough how important the “little things’’
are like the feeling of standing in the
student section or walking down the
hallway. Cherish those things because
they will be gone before you know it. I
have done extracurricular activities throughout my high school
career including volleyball, basketball, track, FFA, choir, and
yearbook. I would like to thank my friends, teachers, coaches,
teammates, and mom for helping me get where I am today. They
pushed me to do better and made me a better person. Without
their help, I would not be the same person that I am today. I
would also like to thank Mr. Wilhelm and Mrs. Zachrich who
have pushed me to be the best I can be during the three years
I was in their classes. After high school, I will attend Wilmington
to major in athletic training and criminal justice. My career goal
is to do athletic training for my local community. I love sports,
playing throughout my middle school and high school years. My
second major is criminal justice. I plan to use my degree to help
solve crimes and find justice for those in need. Thank you, UHS,
for the memories, and everyone who made an impact in where I
am today. I can not wait for the next chapter in my life.

My time at UHS was filled with
many stressful and tiring but fun
experiences. I could not have made
it through high school without the
help from teachers, peers, and family
around me. I want to especially thank
my two most inspirational teachers,
Mrs. Simpson and Ms. Denman,
for pushing me to do my best
academically and creatively. I am also
very thankful for my parents, Jessica
and Adrian, and my little brother who
supported me all throughout high school unconditionally.
I would like to give a special thanks to my friends and
peers who made high school bearable and fun: Alex Rader,
Lukas Routzong, Matt Salyers, Andrew Pickering, Samson
Karg, Isabelle Laughbaum, and Dylan Jordan. Along with
my best friend all throughout high school, Landon Karg,
you guys always reminded me to have fun and enjoy high
school while it lasted. Thank you for the endless amounts of
memories that I will continue to carry with me throughout
my life. As I end my high school career and head towards
college, I wanted to use this time not to boast about my
accomplishments, but to thank the people who got me here.
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Breeanne Stouffer

Meghan Stumpf

My whole life, I have been looking
up to the senior class at Urbana High
School. As a child, I watched the
marching band with rapt attention,
waiting for my turn to play on the field.
In elementary school, I got to see the
high schoolers my mom pastored
on Pizza Wednesdays. When I got to
junior high, I looked up to my older
brother and sister as they lived the
life I was still waiting to live. Well, now
I have arrived. I played in the band,
I went to the dances, and I took the classes. It was a lot of
work, but all of it is paying off; I am finally the senior I have
been waiting to be. This is a strange year, to say the least. A
year that I expected to be full of festivity and joy is instead
dominated by worry of a pandemic. My last marching
season was cut down to a mere three games, I was put in
quarantine for basketball, and prom was socially distanced.
This year, however dark, is not without its benefits. I have
learned more than ever about how I can rely on my friends
to keep me sane in a time where sanity is being worn thin. I
cannot thank them enough for the stability they provide me.
I have learned how I can channel my frustrations into my
schoolwork in a time where patience is always being tested.
I would especially like to thank Mrs. deNijs and Mrs. Padilla
for letting me express those frustrations through mediocre
papers and choppy French. When I was small, I thought
that doing the things high schoolers do is what made the
experience, but now I know that it is not the things that you
do, but the people you do them with that makes it all it is
cracked up to be. I can say, without a doubt, that my time at
UHS has prepared me for what is yet to come. I will always
be grateful for the experience that the staff and students
have helped me create for myself.

High school has had its ups and
downs! Spending my senior year
both in-person and virtually, staying
“socially distanced,” and wearing a
mask during a global pandemic has
been a memory that I will never forget.
I am so thankful for all the amazing
friends, teachers, and memories
that I have had while at UHS. I am
still deciding on my college plans,
but I know I am prepared to face
whatever lies ahead. I would like to
say a big thank you to Mrs. Cook for being more than just
my teacher, but like a big sister to me. You have not only
helped me academically, but have also been a mentor and
one of my biggest supporters. I would like to also thank
Ms. Menchhofer for being another positive role model, for
always being there for me, and for believing in me when I
did not even believe in myself. Last, but certainly not least,
I would like to thank all of my family. Dad, one of the most
valuable things that you have taught me is how important
it is to work hard, and mom, how important it is to always
have a positive outlook no matter the situation. Without you
all, I would not be the person that I am today! I have been
blessed to spend my entire life with my best friend and twin
sister, Morgan. Morgan, I am not sure where our paths will
lead from here, but know that I will always be by your side. I
cannot believe high school is coming to an end so soon, but I
am excited to see what the future holds. Thank you, UHS, and
congratulations to the Class of 2021!

Morgan Stumpf
My time at UHS began my
sophomore year. I never had stepped
a foot into Urbana until the week
before I started school, but I am
glad I ended up here. I have made
so many memories and met so many
new people that I get to call my best
friends. High school was not a piece of
cake for me, but being involved and
making unforgettable memories my
three years at UHS through swimming
and DECA is what high school is all
about. My favorite memories from high school are going to
DECA State two years in a row and having my sister by my
side this year to experience it with me. She has been my
motivator and been by my side through everything. I am so
blessed I got to spend these last few high school memories
with her. Thank you so much, Meghan, for everything you
have helped me with. You are the reason I am where I am. I
want to also thank Mrs. Cook; if it were not for you, I would
have probably never joined DECA, and we would not have
gotten as close as we are. I will never forget all the long,
goofy, crazy, life talks that we have had. Thank you for being
the best teacher and role model and for never giving up on
your students! You truly have made a huge impact on my life!
I would like to also thank my family for being supportive in
everything that I do and for always cheering me on. Even
though this year has been far from normal, I hope my fellow
senior classmates have made the best of their last year of
high school. I wish you all the best! After I graduate, I plan to
attend college to become an aesthetic nurse.
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Alycia Swank
Four years of high school have
become memories that I will not forget
and taught me valuable lessons like
never give up on yourself even when
you think you can’t do something. I
am thankful for all the teachers that
helped me through all the school years
and gave me motivation to do better
in anything I do. Also, my family has
supported me through everything
and pushed me through school.
School has never been easy for me;
therefore, graduating from Urbana High School is great
accomplishment, and I will continue to college in the near
future to get a degree in the health field.

Sophia Talebi
For the longest time, it was really
hard for me to think about my life after
high school. For some reason, making
decisions about my future felt like I
was leaving my family behind. One
night when I was driving home from
practice with my sister, listening to our
usual mix of Taylor Swift and Billy Joel,
I realized that next year Lily would not
be across the hall from me anymore.
That thought was terrifying because
even though we have our fights,
and she can be exceedingly aggravating, she is my best
friend. Never again would we wake up early in the summer
with the dread of soccer conditioning. Never again would
we leave extra early for school, so I could park without
the embarrassment of my school mates watching. Never
again would we be driving at midnight on the highway
from practice listening to our favorite CDs. Lily would not
be across the hall for me to barge into her room asking if I
looked okay, to talk about our favorite books, or to complain
about everything under the sun. I could have never survived
high school without my sister. My freshman year a certain
teacher told us that if high school ended up being the best
part of our lives then that was kind of sad. I repeated these
words endlessly to Lily, who is desperate for high school to
end. As I continued to repeat the phrase, though, I cannot
help but think that even though high school might not be
the best part of my life, it was going to be something I would
endlessly treasure because of my sister, and I want to thank
her for that. So, Lily, if you are reading this, I know that when I
look back at my years in high school, I will instantly think of
you and everything we did together. Thank you for being an
irreplaceable friend.
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Dorian Taylor
During these past four years, the
only thing that I would look forward
to at the end of the day was attending
concert band class and marching band
practice. I learned how to play clarinet
as a fifth grader, and I stayed with it for
most of my school career. Sophomore
year, I picked up alto saxophone,
playing it for marching band my junior
and senior year. One thing that I will
remember from band camp at Camp
Wesley is Mr. Sapp yelling at me to get
my head up and quit looking at the
ground. From then on, I did not look at the ground. One of
my favorite shows was the Queen show, which consisted of
three songs: “Don’t Stop Me Now,” arranged by Tim Walters,
“Queen Opener,” arranged by Tom Wallace, and “Fat Bottom
Girls,” arranged by Brian May. My favorite chart was the
Freddie Mercury chart because the clarinets were around
Freddie’s head. I just want to thank Mr. Sapp for the memories
he created for the past six years and making the band room
similar to a second home for those who need it. I also want to
thank him for pushing me to work harder on my music and to
become a better marcher. In addition to band, I participate in
Scouting BSA where I have learned important life skills such
as how to tie knots or start a campfire. My favorite activity in
Scouts was when the unit gathered together and did a service
project for our council or our community. I want to thank
Janice and Mike Meyer, as well as my own family, especially
my parents Doug and Tina Taylor, for pushing me to do my
best and figure out every possible solution to every curveball
in life that comes my way.

Wyatt Teets
My time spent in Urbana High School
is just about up, and I got to say, it
has been anything but a traditional
four years. From my experiences in
varsity basketball and baseball to
COVID affecting most of my junior
year and my entire senior year,
basketball games were completely
different. An empty student section
threw off the team’s energy since the
gymnasium was nearly silent. This
energized atmosphere is what I miss
the most, as sports are not the same
without the community. During freshman year, my fellow
classmate and friend Davis Seeberg and I had the same
algebra class with Mr. Pittsenbarger or “Mr. P.” When I tell
you we goofed off in that class, I really do mean it. Every
single day Davis and I were cracking jokes and making the
entire class burst out laughing. I think this was the most fun
I have ever had in an algebra class in my life. Junior year, I
had environmental science with Miss Michael and, of course,
Davis and I were back to our usual antics. I even tried out
a few of the clubs UHS had to offer like FFA and DECA. No
offense to Mr. Wilhelm and Mrs. Zachrich, but I definitely had
more fun in DECA simply because I was not as passionate
about agriculture as I was with business. I hope to pursue
a business degree once I graduate, but I am still currently
uncertain. I want to thank all the teachers who never stopped
pushing me to become a better student. I want to thank
all of my family members for the constant support and my
friends for putting up with me and making my high school
experience that much memorable.
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Kellen Thomas

Joseph Timm

During my four year tenure
here at Urbana High School, I have
experienced a lot of amazing
memories. This includes many
of the classes and teachers that
have influenced my life in such a
positive way. For example, without
my strategic entrepreneurs class my
sophomore year, I would not have all
of the amazing laughs and random
conversations that I had that still stick
with me today. Classes like music
technology or the history classes where we would have
fascinating conversations and debates about what people
should or should not have done all impact me today. I have
also been blessed to receive many awards throughout my
high school career like making the honor roll for four years
and receiving the Triple Threat Athlete Award just to name
a few. I would like to say goodbye to all of the phenomenal
teachers and members of the staff who have made my time
going here truly special. From Jazzy Jeff to Ms. Denman to
Mrs. Cook to Mrs. deNijs and to many others, thank you
for all you have done. Right now, I am currently heavily
interested in music. Since it has long been a passion of
mine, I plan to attend Ohio University to pursue this passion.
Even though this will be a big step in my life, I will be
ready because going to UHS made me ready. I think one of
my favorite memories about my four years here at UHS is
when the entire student section went crazy after a buzzer
beater win against West Liberty my sophomore year, and
you could feel the pride everyone had to be a Hillclimber at
that moment. I would finally like to thank my parents and my
family for always being there for me and supporting me for
my past four years and my entire life. I would not have been
able to do anything without you, so thank you!

My four years at UHS have been
nothing short of memorable. Even
as someone who is introverted, I
found plenty of friends and multiple
extracurricular activities to participate
in. The activity I was most involved
in was soccer, which I played for all
four years. During my time playing
soccer, I spent time with many people
I would have otherwise not talked to. I
also learned valuable lessons such as
teamwork and perseverance thanks
to my coaches. The other activity I was most involved in
was DECA. Although I only spent my last two years of high
school in DECA, it was an immensely valuable experience.
DECA taught me critical thinking skills as well as how to
think outside the box. It was also helpful for improving my
professionalism and becoming a better speaker. While in
school, I had great experiences as well. I had a plethora of
outstanding teachers that helped me to fulfill my potential.
If I were to name all of them, it would take forever, but there
are a few that stood out to me. First is Mrs. deNijs. Although
she tore apart some of my essays, she undoubtedly helped
me become a better writer and got me more ready for
college than any other teacher. Next is Mr. Russell, who is
in charge of DECA. Mr. Russell helped me become a better
speaker through all of the practice in DECA, and this helped
me come out of my shell more. Finally is Mr. Pittensbarger.
Although I never enjoyed math previously, Mr. P made math
easier to understand and has led me to enjoy it now, despite
its challenges. From my phenomenal teachers to enjoyable
extracurricular activities, my experience at UHS was
something that I will never forget.
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John Trammell

Connor Trawick

Although I used to complain about it,
a lot of the time UHS has not given me
too many bad memories. I have made
close friends with people I never
would have met outside of school, and
I was introduced to a career field I
have always wanted to pursue: music.
Ever since I noticed the school had
music, I was all for it, every single
part of it, and I cannot get enough.
Throughout my time at UHS, I have
taken four years of marching band,
which were some of my favorite memories; music theory,
which really introduced me to all the wonderful possibilities
of music; music technology, which so far is very fun and
drives my creativity. Throughout all the music classes I
have taken, I have met some of my best friends such as
Alex Bowles, Donovan Kelley, and Aiden VorHees. UHS also
offers marketing, which I never would have thought about
pursuing. I have taken four marketing classes that helped
me get out of my comfort zone and be confident in myself
and my abilities. One of my favorite groups, DECA, is a
part of the marketing class. Through DECA, I have gotten
better at a lot of personal skills such as how to make a better
presentation, along with how to finance. I have also met one
of my best friends Jai P. through marketing class. Together
we have made it to state finals and have a good chance at
going to nationals. In all, my high school experience has not
been terrible, and I have met some truly genuine people
who I am proud to call my friends. I would also like to thank
Mr. Sapp for helping me along the road to becoming a better
musician and for teaching me more than I thought I was able
to learn about music.

My time at Urbana High School was,
for sure, a wild ride. UHS has been a
fun place to be because of the people
and stuff that I got to do while I was
here. The thing that I enjoyed doing
the most was going to the FFA National
Convention in Indianapolis, Indiana. I
got to meet a ton of new people from
other schools and learn a lot of new
things such as the history of the Civil
War. I got to meet previous National
FFA Officers and watch one of my
teachers get hypnotised. What I will remember at UHS is
the fun times I had with my friends; they made high school
so much easier and more enjoyable to go through. Some
activities that I enjoyed are showing swine in the FFA and
working on car mechanics. Swines have always been my
favorite animals to show; they are so much fun to be around,
especially when they cause mayhem in the pig barns at the
fair. My mom and her brother showed animals in 4-H when
they were younger so they got my cousins, siblings, and
me to do it. My step-dad got me into working on mechanics
since we moved to Urbana. We built go-karts from scratch,
and I found a liking for doing that. I would like to thank
Alex Bowles, Jaishaun Peterson, Mrs. Zachrich, Mr. Wilhelm,
Mrs. deNijs, and all my family members for helping me get
through these rough four years of high school; even though I
made it hard on myself, they still manage to help me through
it all. My future plan is for when I get out of high school is to
join the Air Force to do jet shop, population maintenance, or
AGE (Automatic Ground Equipment). I have always wanted
to join the military because my parents were in it; they have
been a big influence on my decision for the future.
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Sammual Tucker

Aryn Upchurch

I have never really been a big fan of
school, but some people have really
made it worthwhile. My friends and
some teachers helped me get through
these last four years with some
ease. My teammates from wrestling
have stayed with me all these years.
Wrestling was a big motivator for me,
especially in school. My teammates
helped push me in the wrestling
room and outside of it as well. JJ and
Trey helped a lot during my junior
and senior year to improve as a wrestler and a young man.
Quinton, another close friend who has been with me since
sixth grade, changed school for me entirely. Even though
we had inconsistent classes together every year, we would
make the most out of it, whether that be in Mrs.deNijs’s
English class senior year or Ms. Michael’s environmental
science class junior year. He helped me get by and made
the whole middle and high school experience worth it.
Having Mrs.deNijs as an English teacher for just one year
is an incredible experience. Now imagine having her all
four years of high school; that really changed everything for
me as a student. She would push me to be the best English
student I could be and would get on me about my other
classes as well. For that, I would like to thank her dearly for
all she has done for me in high school. I do not have much
planned yet following graduation. College is looking like an
option maybe, but school never really has been my thing. I
might just join the workforce or consider the military even.

Graduation is finally here, and what
a ride it has been to get here. While
graduating high school may not be
the biggest achievement in my life, it
is one that I have worked toward for
many years. Throughout high school,
I have been involved in the girls’
soccer team, National Honor Society,
and the science fair, and I have had
a job for the past four years. Some of
my favorite memories at UHS were in
Mr. Schelle’s classroom freshman and
sophomore years. In his class, we were always laughing,
and he instilled a confidence in me that I needed to be
successful. I will never forget every Friday spent dancing
to Shakira in Spanish. I will also always remember playing
Uno and Spuno with the girls every day at lunch freshman
year, or all the times Jazzy Jeff told me. “You’re doin’ a great
job, Sis’’ when I needed it the most. I would not have made
it to this point without the support of my family and all of
my teachers. I would like to thank my parents for always
showing up to every event, even when I swore I did not
want anybody to be there for me. I would also like to thank
all of my siblings for the knowledge they have shared with
me over the years, their help with homework when I was
stressed, and an escape when things got crazy. In the fall, I
will attend the Farmer School of Business at Miami University.

Landon Turner
Looking back on my years at UHS, I
realize how many people have helped
me on the journey and pushed me
to become a better person. Not only
are your friends there for you, but
everyone is here to see you succeed.
Involvement in school activities was
huge for me from the jump. I started
my freshman year on the soccer team,
which really helped me get a foothold
in high school. This was also the year
I started my high school swimming
career. When my name comes up in conversation, swimming
usually does too, and I am proud to say that I am one of the
names that people will remember when they talk about UHS
swimming. This sport got me through some of my hardest
times throughout high school and helped me make one
of my closest friends. Of course, I made plenty of friends
throughout my swimming career, but I would just like to
show my appreciation for Stephanie Selvaggio for always
supporting me no matter how bad of a meet I had or how
bad of a mood I was in. I also, of course, appreciate my
coach, Mrs.Menchhofer; she always pushed me to be the
best I could be, in and out of the pool. Other than sports, I
also participated in DECA, and I am extremely grateful for
the lessons I have learned from Mr.Russell and the DECA
community as a whole. Overall, it is humbling to notice how
many people you have a mutually caring and supportive
relationship with, and I appreciate everyone for it.

Brianna Wabnitz
These last four years of school have
flown by. It seems like just yesterday
I was a freshman starting high school
in the old Castle Building. High school
has been full of making memories
with friends and attending dances and
athletic events, all while keeping up
with my grades. I have enjoyed being
a part of the yearbook and getting to
help make a book full of great times
here at Urbana High School. I am also
beyond honored to be a member of
the National Honor Society during my senior year. As I look
back at the people who are the reason I am here, I would like
to thank my mom, Lisa Raymond and my dad, Randy Wabnitz.
They have always told me to be the best I can and to never
give up and that I will make it. I would also like to thank my
best friend, Aysha Lucas, who has made high school and my
life far more interesting; thanks for being by my side since
kindergarten. The teachers and staff at Urbana are also the
reason I am succeeding today. I would like to thank Ms.
Cress, who I had for ninth and eleventh grade, for always
making English fun and educational at the same time. I will
never forget the time we made TikToks for a Hamlet project!
After graduation, I am attending the University of Alabama.
I want to study psychology and earn my PhD in that field.
I want to be a child psychologist and minor in creative
writing. It has been an interesting ride, and I can not wait for
the next chapter in my life.
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Janie Wallace

Nicholas Weyrich

As I think back to the past four years
of high school, I always find myself
thinking about an FFA memory or
friendship I have made through the
excellent organization. This year I
was given the opportunity to lead my
community as Urbana FFA Chapter
President and Champaign County
Pork queen. These roles have taught
me how to problem-solve efficiently,
communicate effectively, and make
decisions. I am forever grateful for
these skills, and I will continue to use them throughout my
career pursuits. I would like to thank my FFA advisors, Mr.
Wilhelm and Mrs. Zachrich, my parents, Ron Rittenhouse,
my 4-H advisors, and Champaign County Men and Women
Pork Councils; thank you for your continuous support
while I pursue my quest in agricultural success. After
graduation, I will be attending Ohio State ATI, majoring
in crop management and soil conservation. My long-term
goal is to work at the US Department of Agriculture as an
agronomist. I am grateful for the experiences I was afforded
at Urbana High School, preparing me for the next chapter
in my agricultural success; with that, thank you, UHS, and
congratulations, Class of 2021!

When I look back at the time I had
at UHS, I think of how I can use all
of my experiences and things that I
have learned as a stepping stone for
the next part of my life. My time here
was not as long as others, but it still
has had a huge impact on my life.
Throughout my two-and-a-half years
at UHS, I participated in three years of
baseball, two years of basketball, and
two years of DECA. Taking DECA was
a great way for me to try something
new and it was the class that made me realize that I wanted
to continue studying business in my upcoming years in
college. Basketball was a great way for me to have fun with
my friends and still be competitive at the same time. I will
always remember all of the ups and downs that we had
throughout the season and all of the great victories that
came along with it. Baseball has been the most important
part of my life because I have played it since I was a little
boy. I knew from the start that my biggest dream in life was
to play baseball at the next level. My years playing baseball
at UHS helped me get to that point today. I will always
remember the long lasting memories and friends that come
with baseball. I will be attending Marshall University to
continue my baseball career and to study business. I would
like to say thank you to all of my teachers, school counselors,
coaches, and, most importantly, my family. I would not be
where I am today without all of the countless hours of work
all of them have put in for me. I will always remember my
time here at UHS, and all of the things that it has taught me to
prepare for the next chapter of my life.

Camden Weiss
Even though I do not live within
the town or even the county, Urbana
and the high school have always felt
like a second home to me. I have
many people to thank for making
my experience as great as it was.
First, I want to thank Coach Lightle
and Coach Edwards for pushing
me to become a better runner each
and helping me realize my potential
every day. I would also like to shout
out the cross country and distance
track teams for being such a great group of people. I would
also like to give a quick shout out to my only other coach
during high school, Coach Dixon, for taking me on the
team my senior year without any real experience playing
organized basketball. I would also like to thank all of my
teachers for making my educational experience enjoyable,
and specifically I want to shout out Mr. P, Mr. Schelle, and
Miss Denman. These three helped me to make the most out
of their respective classes, mostly due to their interesting
personalities and different ways of engaging with the class
that I found both humorous and highly effective. I would
like to thank all my family members for supporting me:
Mom, Dad, Aunt Diane, and my grandparents; I would like
to specifically recognize them for attending my events and
being there for me in a pinch. Finally, I would like to thank
my friends. High school would not have been nearly the
same without you, so thanks for always being there and
having a good laugh with me. I wish I could have thanked
many more people specifically, but in general if you have
helped me in any way in high school, thank you! I will always
look back fondly on my time at UHS because of all the
people I mentioned and many more.

MaHailey Wheeland
As this chapter is coming to an
end, being a student at UHS was
memorable. During my last four
years at UHS, I have learned a lot
and experienced even more that will
forever be with me as I enter this next
chapter of my life. At the beginning
of freshman year at Freshman Focus,
we all heard the exact same speech,
“Enjoy these four years; they go by
fast.” Many of us thought it would not
be fast enough, but now it seems like
yesterday we all heard this speech. Forever I will be thankful
for each and every teacher who had an impact on me and
helping me in becoming who I am. Thank you all.
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Trey Williams

Trayland Woodson

Many people have helped me
through my four years at Urbana High
School. I would first like to thank my
parents for supporting me in any and
every activity I was involved in. Sports
became a major part of my high school
career; wonderful memories, new
friendships, and life lessons were all
given to me by athletics. I would also
like to thank all of my coaches who
have pushed me to be the best version
of myself. Injuries go hand-in-hand
with athletics, and I have had my fair share of bumps and
bruises. One man would tend to my minor injuries through
all four years; that man was Ed Wisner. Ed not only helped
me through a broken hand, many sore muscles, and a torn
ACL, but he also helped me realize my passion for helping
athletes. Because of Ed’s influence, I have decided to major
in athletic training while attending Wilmington College.
The opportunity to study at DubC was brought to me by
Coach Dischler, the Quakers assistant wrestling coach. I am
thankful for Coach Dischler and the entire wrestling staff at
Wilmington; they have given me the opportunity to pursue
my dream of wrestling in college while obtaining a degree.
Urbana High School made it possible for me to build a
foundation for the rest of my life; with memories, friendships,
and experiences like no other, I will forever be grateful that I
was an Urbana Hillclimber.

“Goodbye Urbana,” I think to myself
as I walk off the stage. I just want to
thank some people for helping me
pass my classes in order for me to
graduate. I would personally like to
thank Mr. Edwards and Mr. Swain for
all the help they did to get me through
my classes. Without them, I probably
would not have made it this far on my
own. Having them help me means a
lot to me because Mr. Edwards really
did not have to help me as much as
he did; he could have been like a normal teacher and just
answer questions. The fact that he would even help me
on summative tests really shows that he does care about
the kids he is helping. I know multiple times that I did not
understand history at all. Mr. Edwards would come over, take
my paper, and explain everything little by little until I could
do it on my own. Sometimes I would not be paying attention
to history because of another worksheet, and Mr. Edwards
would help me personally until I got the papers done. Mr.
Swain helped me with math a lot before I got really good at
it. Sometimes there were other kids in the math class, but he
would keep helping me on problems I did not understand,
until I could do them on my own. It really means a lot to me
that they would help me out so much. I would just like to give
my thanks to them for helping me graduate.

Nathanial Willis
I will remember a lot of things after
graduating from high school. I will
remember so much from my time here
like the General Tso’s chicken or the
noodles. I am a food guy, and when
those items were on the lunch menu, it
made my day great. I will remember
waking up from a nap in study hall,
more tired than I was before I took the
nap. I will remember each of the tech
classes I took because those were the
only classes that interested me during
my time in Urbana. Technology has always been a passion of
mine and taking each of the tech classes available definitely
helped me for learning the basics. I never really went to
any of the dances because I was always at work during that
time, but I will remember the only one I went to sophomore
year with my girlfriend and my friends Sean Anderson and
Matt Salyers. The best year of my high school experience
was during my senior year. It was freeing for me, but I have
struggled a lot for my future plans and the motivation to do
the work to graduate. The biggest thing that I will remember
from my time being here is the friends that I have met. Matt
Salyers and Sean Anderson have been my closest friends,
and my appreciation for them grows. I appreciate the
amount of help the teachers give to help seniors graduate
because you can tell that they really care about us. They
want to see us succeed. Thank you, Urbana High School.

Jenny Zaborowski
Of all the activities I was involved
in during my years at Urbana High
School, cross country is by far, my
favorite. Everybody on the team got
along, despite all of our differences.
When twenty teenagers all run
together at 6:30 A.M. throughout
the summer, they bond over shared
pain. I cannot count the times that
we laughed, sleep-deprived, over a
squirrel falling out of a tree, a chicken
screaming, or seeing a random cow
statue in a corn field while on runs. While cross country
is technically a team sport, it is very individualized. I had
to learn this the hard way. I could no longer ride off the
waves of my teammates’ success. I had to run hard over
the summer, struggling through the heat, and getting up
early, only for the results of my hard work to show up late
in the season. At the start of my cross country career, I
only pushed through for the social aspect of the team. As
the years progressed, I felt more confident in running and
even started enjoying running. One of my favorite moments
from my senior year was finally running seven miles
consecutively. Running has become a way to calm down after
a hard day. Now, I am very thankful that I joined the cross
country team and learned to run. Even though I enjoyed
cross country in high school, I will not pursue it in college,
but run on my own instead.
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Senior Tributes were unavailable for the
following members of the Class of 2021.
We congratulate these students and
wish them luck in their future endeavors!
Austin Anderson
Sean Anderson
Cain Bailey
Austyn Bunn
Chasta Caudill
Christina Dillon
Anthony Fiest
Austin Holbrook

Angel Jackson
Paetyn Jacquemart
Hannah Jordan
Landon Karg
Gunnar Moore
Morgan Moughler
Chloe Osborne
Ian Putnam

Emily Shuler
Adison Smith
Charles Smith
Xavier Smith
Jayden Ullery
Brianne Watkins
Alexis Windmiller
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We’d like to extend our
sincere congratulations
and best wishes to the
2021. As you
Class of 2020.
celebrate this milestone
achievement, please
know you have made
your community and
your loved ones proud!
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